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ABSTRACT

The present study investigated the effect of the

ethnicity factor in infruencing the counseling variables
cluster (which íncrudes preference of counseling format,
pref erence of counseling approachr cotrfrselor rating f orm,

and level of comfort felt by the subjects in a similar
counsering situatíon). Three groups of college students
were used, with a total of 4I2 subjects. 168 of them were

chinese college students from three different colleges in
Hong Kong. 105 of them were Chinese college students
studying at the university of Manitoba. 135 of them were

European-canadian college students also at the university of
14anitoba. The experimental stimurus vras an audio-taped

role-enacted counseling session that lasted for about 15

minutes. The tape consisted of four dj-fferent combinations

of counselor ethnic background and counseling approach

( European-Canadian-directive, European-Canadian-nond í rective,
Chinese-Canadian-directive, and Chinese-Canadian-
nondirectj.ve). The independent measures were subjects'

ehtnic background, counselor ethnic background' counseling

approach used in the audio-tapê, authoritarian family

ideology scores, and length of residence in Canada. The

dependent measures encompassed the counseling variable
cluster (which in term included preference of counseling
format, preference of counseling approach, counselor rating
E,--^- --J I 
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somatizatíon. Data were analyzed by Pearsonrs correlation,

l_



multivariate analysis of variance, univariate F-test and t-
test hrere used to follow up significant results. Subjects'

ethnic background was found to be an important predictor for

both personality measure of somatization and preference of

counseling approach. The same factor was also found to have

a significant effect on the counselor rating form and the

preference of counseling approach. Significant interaction
effect between authoritarian family ideology score-subject

ethnic backgroundr âDd counselor ethnic background-
counseling approach were also reported. Despite the limited
generalizability of the result to only college student
population, thís study is one of the few researches that has

taken on the formidable task of investigating the counseling

process on a genuinely cross-cultural level.
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ÏNTRODUCTTON

Since the seventies, there has been an increased

awareness of mental heal-th services for ethnic minority
groups* in North America. As Robert Morrow put it, "the
counseling process is no longer the exclusive domain of the

white, míddle c1ass" (Morrow, L9751. This is especially

true in the academic setting. Many educators and counselors

have experienced increasing demands regarding the academic

and personal adjustment of ethnic minority group students

(Schauble, Parker, Probert & Altmaier, 1975). However, even

with the upsurge in the demand for more effective mental

health services for ethnic minoríty groups, some of them

have not been given the kind of attention they deserve. The

Chinese are one of these neglected groups.

Possible Reasons for Neglect

The Anonymity of the Chinese

Chinese residing in North America have always remained

as a relatively faceless and nameless population. Unlike

the B1acks and the Chicanos, the Chinese have tried to
function in North America with a minimum of visible conflict
with members of the host society. Historically, they have

accepted much prejudice and discrimination without voicing

strong public protest (Devos & Abbot, 19661. As a result of

* ml^-^.--L---! !LJ 
- -r---1-- 

LL- rr r t" rtrrLrLrglluuL LIIJ-lt !iEuCIyr tlle Ëer¡Il""eEnnJ-C ml-nOfIt'y" li¡OUJ-Cl
imply nonwhite ethnic groups which include Black, Hispanic
and Asian populations. their invisibility, misconceptions
about their ways of life are often noted.
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their invisibility, misconceptions about their ways of life

are often noted.

Lack of Research Done on the Chinese Ethnic Grou

Relatively few investigations have been undertaken of

the Chinese in North American society (Kitano, 1969)" This

general lack of research may be in part due to the small

number of social scientists who express an interest in them"

Boxley and wagner (197r) pointed out in their survey that

the number of Asian-American psychologists is dismally small

in proportion to the overall Asian-American population. At

the same time, the Chinese share with other minority groups

the feeling of being exploited when ít comes to being a

research sample. Consequently, they are generally quíte

suspicious of any attempt to include them as subjects in

social science research (Sue & Sue, L972b)"

For the sparse research data that ís available' there

have been doubts cast about the valídity as a result of

language and culturally biased variables" For ínstance,

the use of culturally biased instruments without any cross-

cultural adjustment has been suggested to lead to an unfair

exclusion of mínorities in jobs and promotions (ape Task

Force On Employment Testing of Minority Groups, 1969).

Stereotvpes of the Chinese

The f irst wa.ve of chinese immigrants arrived ín the

United States in the late 1840's" A total of 758 were

2



recorded to have entered the United States from China at the

end of the l$40's. A decade later, the number rose to

34rg33 (¡larden & lvleyer, Lg73). Most Chinese stayed west of

the Rockies in this period" The presence of these ne\4l

immigrants was appreciated because they provided cheap labor

for the railway construction and mining industries. In

1869, the Central Pacific met the Union Pacífic in Utah.

Nine years later the Nevada mines collapsed. suddenly the

presence of the Chinese had changed from a blessing to a

curse in the minds of most Americans (Huang, 1976)"

Fiction writers, christían ministers, and legislators

combined forces in depicting the Chinese as "pecu1iar",

"immoral", t'criminal" and "bestial celeStials"" They \^7ere

also described as "opíum soddêfI", "f uII of f atuous

ignOranCerr, and "having treacherous mendacity" and

',heathenish \^raysrr (Wong, 1978). It was during this períod

that ethnic slurs were given to the unwelcome immigrants"

The Chinese were referred to as "Chinaman", "ye]Iow lepers"

or "Chinks" (McCle1Ian, l-97L).

After World l¡trar II, the negative attj-tudes toward the

Chinese declined drastically, mainly due to the friendship

established in fighting the war with Americans as allies

(Sue & Kitano, IgTg'). Chinese are no\^l considered a "mode1

minority,'. They are described as patient, c1ean, hard-

working, courteous, realistic ' secure and unanxious (U'S'

News and World Report¡ L966)" The prevalent belief is that

the Chinese family system and their segregated positions in

3



the larger society have successfulty insulated them from the

stresses and anxi-eties of modern life" From the above

positive stereotypes' some even erroneously assume that

the chinese as a group are less subject to psychological

problems than others (Barnett, l-955¡ Kung, L962¡ Leung'

1976). In a study by sue and sue Ã974), the utilization of

a university psychiatric clinic by Chinese and Japanese

students was examined. They compared the proportion of

these two groups of students who sought psychiatric service

with the proportion of caucasían students who sought similar

services. They found both groups of Asian students

underutitized the clinic services. The researchers inferred

that the under-utilization of mental health services may be

an inappropriate indicator of the adjustment of these two

ethnic minority groups. They suggested that cultural

factors often impede the process of counseling as well as

restrict the number of ethnic minority group members seeking

professional aíd"

Chinese Concept of Mental Disorders

The traditional chinese concept of mental disorder

often suppresses the reporting of its true incidence" For

instance, Arkoff, Thaver and EIkind (1966) found that the

Asian students (of whích one third \^¡ere of Chinese ethnic

background) tended to think mental disorders could be

prevented by exercising strong wilt po\47er or avoiding

unpleasant thoughts" sue, wagner, Ja, Margulis and Lew

4



(L976) compared the conceptions of mental iflness among

Asian- (including chinese, Japanese and Filipino) and

Caucasian-American students and found similar results. They

found the the Asian samples believed that mental health

could be enhanced by avoidance of morbid thoughts. The

Asian subjects also were more likeIy to associate mental

illness with organic or somatic factors. Such a reluctance

on the part of the chinese to discuss their problems and

secrets openly may have distorted the recordings of their

incidence of mental disorders. They would tend to rely more

on self-help and involvement of family members and

respected friends rather than seeking professional help" For

the few brave souls who dare to seek professional help for

their emotional problems, the odds are stitl against their

success" Hee (f978) found that if a Chínese receives

professional care and./ot hospitalization for his or her

emotional problem, he or she would be stigmatized even more.

This is because in the eyes of the traditionaf Chinese'

especially for the older generation, mental illness is

commonly regarded as punishment for violating Confucian

moral ethnics or filial piety. Punitive consequences are

also implicit in the cosmic or mystic etiology of mental

illness. They regard it as the wrath incurred by the

patienL or his family who has done r^¡rong (f,in & Lin I I97B).

Therefore ít is understandable that shame and/ot guílt is

usually pervasive in Chinese families whenever mental

illness occurs" Although some of the younger generations do

5



not believe in the mystic etiology of mental íllness' a

strong sense of shame wíll often be imposed by friends and

relatives" It is the shameful and/or guilty feelings which

cause them to hide their emotional problems rather than

seeking professional he1P.

Fortunately, there is presently a gradual arousal of

interest in the mental health problems of Asian-Americans'

sue (1980) pointed out "there appears to be a geometfic

increase in research on Asian and Pacific Island Americans

within the past five years". As a result of this increased

ar4Tareness, researchers have been more concerned about the

effects of ethnicity and related cultural variables on the

counseling Process"

The Counselinq Process

The counseling process ítse1f has been described by

Strong (1968) as an interpersonal ínfluence process" How

influential the counselor is in the process depends on how

credible the counselee considers the counselor to be'

Strong (1968) suggested that percej-ved counselor credibility

consisted of three components:

1.

( 1es3 )

Perceíved Expertness-Hoveland, Janis and KeIIy

defined expertness as "the extent of confidence to which a

communicatíon is perceived to be a source of valid

assertion" (p"21)"

Perceived Trustworthiness-Hove1and, et a1. (1953)

6
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defined trustworthiness as "the degree of confidence in

communicatorrs interest to communicate assertions

considers most valid" (P"21).

3" perceived Attractiveness-whether the counselor

being perceived as similar to, compared with and is liked

the counselee (Strong, 1968).

Effects of Cultural Variables on Counselinq

In using Strong's (1968) conception of counselín9'

would expect the following Chinese cultural variables

effect the process either directly or indirect,ly.

1. Authoritarian Famil Structure

In the chinese culture, tremendous emphasis has

been put on parental authority and filial piety.

Chinese families are traditionalty patriarchal with

communication and authority flowing from top to

bottom. The father's behavior in relationship to other

famity members is generally dignified, authoritative,

remote and aloof (Sue, D., 1973b). For the sons and

daughters, respect and order are almost like the key

words of life" They are constantly made aware of theír

subordination and the pervasiveness of the parental

control over them" Even when the sons and daughters

are themselves adults and have their own families' they

still pay their utmost respect to their parents on big

occasions such as Chinese New Yearr or their birthdays'

The appropriate chinese etiquette on such occasions ís

the

he

is
by

one

may

7



"Kowtor^ring" three times to the parents. A1so, as young

children, the chj-nese are oflen reminded of what is the

right thing to say and the right way to behave'

Failure to do so would result in punishments which are

quite drastic from the westerners' point of view (chun-

Hoon, Lg73). For instance, it is a frequent practice

to physically punish the children when they break the

rules by hitting them with a bamboo stick. Following

the lashing, the culprít would not be fed any supper

that day. They are also expected to ask the parents

for forgiveness afterwards. Such a heavy emphasis on

authority could have a carry-over effect in their

counseling expectancy. Researchers have hypothesized

that chinese, together wíth other Asian ethnic groups'

tend to think of counseling as a relatively

authoritarian process (Arkoff, et 41", L967; Tan'

Ig67 ). Consequently I counselors who use a

nondirective, less authoritarian approach may be

perceived as less expert and/ot less trustworthy'

2. Low Tolerance for Ambiquitv

chinese, as part of their ethnic characteristics'

tend to evaluate ideas on the basis of their immediate

practical apptication and to avoid an abstracL,

reflective, theoretical orientation" Because of their

practical and applied approach to life problems' they

tend to be more intolerant of ambiguities and to feel

more comfortable in well structured situations (Sue,

B



D., 1973b). It has been suggest'ed that the ambiguity

and Iack of structure that usually accompany the

traditional psychodynamic counseling approach may

create extreme discomfort in the Chinese counselees

(Leung, 1983). Consequently' one would expect the

Chinese counselees to perceive the counselor as less

credible if he or she \^tere to use the tradítional

psychodynamic approach with them.

3" Unwillinsness to Express Emotions

chinese are taught to inhibit their emotional

expressions as part of their cultural upbringing. For

instance, if a person has feelíngs that may disrupt the

famity peace and harmony, he is expected to hide them.

such a restraint of emotional display is strongly

emphasized in the development of the Chinese character

(sue, 1973). It is, therefore, only natural for them

to be reluctant to express their feelings to talk about

their personal problems in the counseling situatj-on.

One would then expect the Chinese counselee Lo find the

counselor more credible if the latter deals with the

former's problem in a concrete, straight-forward

approach. fn fact, the chinese's unwillingness to

express their emotion have led researchers like Sue and

sue (Lg74) and Tseng (1975) to hypothesize that they

tend to somatize their emotionat problems at a higher

rate than their Caucasian counterparts"

9



4. Language oifficulty

A language barrier often exists between the

caucasian counsel0r and chinese counselees.

Professional counselors may be unrespsonsive to the

needs of those who do not understand the English

language (Leung, 1976, l9B3). As for those chinese who

are eíther brought up in North America or speak English

as their second language, difficulty still exists in

the communication process between counselor and

counselees" studies have suggested that bilingual

counselees in counseling usualty demonstrate a general

lack of affect in the process (Marcos & Urcuyo, L979¡

smith, Ig57). Hence it would be logical to assume that

when the Chinese counselees are to be Seen by Caucasian

counselors who do not speak chínese, they would

perceive the Caucasian counselor as less credible as

compared to a Chinese counselor.

5 " Racial Díssimílarit Between Counselor and Counselee

Due to the heavy emphasis chinese culture puts on

',shame" and "f ace", it ís already very dif f icult f or

the chínese counselee to reveal personal matters to the

counselor so as to prevent both himself and the family

frOm loSing ,'facet'. Ho\,úever, the loSs Of faCe would be

far more serious should the counselor be a Caucasian"

Losing face j-s already a shame, losing face to someone

outside of the Chinese ethnic group makes it even more

shameful. This implies seeking help from a caucasian

10



counselor may increase the sense of helplessness felt

by the counselee. The counselee may also feel that the

Caucasian counselor is an agent of the White

establishment whose goal is to help him adjust to the

White society (Sue, S., J-973). It follows that the

counselee would perceive the counselor as less

trustworthy if the l-atter is racially dissimilar with

the former.

6. Preference for Individual Counselins

It has been suggested that Chinese counselees

seeking counseling are better treated in a one-to-one

relationship rather than a group (Leung, J-976),

especially at the beginning of the counseling process.

The close-knít quality of the chinese social system

makes the Chinese a highly unlikely candidate for any

group modalities of counseling. Since they are eager

to keep all of theír difficulties within their

immediate family, any discussíon of emotional or

interpersonal problems will be almost impossible in a

group situation (Kaneshige, 1973).

Drawbacks of the Studies Cited

Since most of the studies cited (Leungt L976t 1983;

Marcos & Urcyo' 1979; Schauble et â1., L979; Sue' D" & Sue'

S., 1972; Sue, D. I973; Sue, S., I973; Sue, S'r 1980) were

srf,eculatíve in nature rather than empirical, exactly how

different variables would influence the counselíng process

11



remain to be determined" Even those few sLudies that are

empirically based usually have a potpourri of Asians

(including Chinese' Japanese, Koreans' Laotians and

Vietnamese) as their subjects (Atkinson, Maruyama & Matsui'

Lg78; Sue, D" & Kirk, I975i Sue, S. et al., 1976; Webster &

Fretz, I978). Combining various Asian ethnic groups

together undoubtedly eases the researchers' difficulty in

obtaining subjects. However, the diversity of the subjects

has created problems in generalizing the fíndings to any one

specific Asian ethnic group.

Another common drawback of the few available empirical

studies is that none has actually defined and controlled for

the degree of acculturation of the ethnic minority subjects.

However, researchers have hypothesized that the effect of

acculturation could have been an ímportant one. Caudill

(l-952) pointed out the compatibilít.y between the values of

the Japanese culture and the value systems of the American

middle class has caused a hígher rate of acculturation of

the former into the latter's way of life" Vüeiss (19731

suggested acculturation has selectively effected the dating

process in the Chinese-Americans" Chinese females tended to

have internalized the dating values of the Caucasian

teenager to a greater extent than Chinese-American males"

Both sue, D. (1973b) and Tan (1967) have brought up the

possibility that degree of acculturation of the ethníc

rnínority counselee into the host socìety could have a

significant effect on the counseling process.
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Goal of the Present St,udY

It was the intention of the present study to focus on

the following features of the counseling situation' First'

perceived counselor credibilit.y with its 36 items (as

measured by Lacrossets counselor Rat,ing Form) were to be

factor analyzed to check for any discrepancy between the

presentstudy'soutcomewithBarakandLaCrosse's

subscales(1975)" Next, the subjects' ethnic background' the

counselor,s ethnic background, the counseling approach used'

auLhoritarian family ideology scoresr âs well as the

chínese-canadian subjects' length of residence in canada

\^¡ere to be the independent measures. The subjectsr scores

on the personality measure of somatization (Hypochondriasis

Scale of the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory) as

well as the counseling varíables cluster variables (which

included preference of counseling format, preference of

counseling approach, counselor rating form, and level of

comfort) were the dependent measures.

Based on the above discussion, the following hypotheses

were investigated"

1. The personality measure of somatization score (UUpf)

would be significantly related to the subjects'ethnic

background, with Hong Kong Chinese scoring the highest'

followed by Chinese-Canadian, and then by European-Canadian"

? rFlra errl-rianlcl nraforenr':c of corrnselinc forma-t wOuld beZc I¡Ig ÞuvJsvus

significantly related to their ethnic background, with the

13



Hong Kong Chinese preferring the individual counseling

format the most, followed by the Chinese-Canadian, and the

European-Canadian preferring it the least. Contrastly' the

group counseling format would be preferred by the European-

Canadian the most, followed by the Chinese-Canadian, and

with the Hong Kong Chinese preferring it the least"

3" Subjects' ethnic background and theír authoritarian

family ideology scale scores would be significantly related

to their preference of counseÌing approach. Specifically'

Hong Kong Chinese with high authoritarian family ideology

scores would indícate a preference for the directive

counseling approach over the nondirective counseling

approach.

4. The longer the Chinese-Canadian subjects had resided in

Canada, the more simí1ar their attitude toward the

counseling variables cluster (which included preference of

counseling format, preference of counseling approach'

counselor rating form, and level of comfort felt by the

subject in a similar counseling situation) would be to that

of the European-Canadian rather than that of the Hong Kong

Chinese" Specifically, they would prefer group counseling

format, nondirective counseling approachr rate the counselor

on the audio tape high on the counselor ratíng form, and

feel comfortably if they were to'be subjected to a

counseling session similar to that of the audio tape.

5. Subjects' ethnic backgiround, counselor ethnie

background, and the counseling approach used in the tape
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would have a significant influence on the counseling

variables cluster. Specifically, Hong Kong Chínese

listening to a chinese.-canadian counselor employing

directive counseling approach on the audio-tape would

exhibit a higher preference for individual counseling

format, directive counseling approach, higher counselor

rating form score and level- of comfort for being in a

similar counseling situation as being portrayed in the tape'

6. Counselor ethnic background, preference of counseling

approach, and counseling approach employed ín the audio-tape

would have a significant effect on the counselor rating form

scores and the level of comfort felt; with the influence of

the subjects' ethnic background and their authoritarian

family ideology scores being removed.
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METHOD

Desiqlr

This study tested six hypotheses. In the fírst two

exploratory hypotheses, correlation analyses were used to

ínvestigate the relationship between subjects' ethnic

background and personalíty measure of somatizaLion, and

preference of counseling format. The predictor variable in

these two hYPotheses r,rtas:

I. Subjects' ethnic background (Uong Kong Chinese, Chinese-

Canadian and nùropean-Canadian).

The dependent measures to be predicted vlere:

1. Personality measure of somatization (Hypochondríasis

Scale in MMPI).

2" Preference of counseling format (individual versus

group ) .

In the remaining four hypotheses, the independent

measures used were:

1. Subjects' ethnic background (Hong Kong Chinese, Chinese-

Canadian, and European-Canadian)

2" Ethnic background of the counselor (European-Canadían

versus Chinese-Canadian)"

3. Counseling approaches (directive versus nondirective).

4. Authoritarian family ideology measure

5. Subjects' length of residence ín Canada.

The dependent measures \^Iere the counseling variable

clusters whiehr consisLed of the following four variables:

1. Preference of counseling format"
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2

3.

4

Preference of counseling approach.

Counselor rating form.

The leveI of comfort felt in discussing one's problem

in a similar counseling situation.

Subiects

subjects for the study \^rere all college students

(including both undergraduates and graduate students)

between the ages of 18 and 30 years. Subjects $lere selected

from the following three available pools'

First, L6B Chinese college students from the two

colleges and one university in Hong Kong (namely the Hong

Kong Polytechnical college, Hong Kong shue Yan college and

the chinese university of Hong Kong) participated in the

study voluntarily. They \^¡ere alt f irst and second year

students enrolled in social sciences majors (such aS social

work, journalism, and counseling and guidance). Since the

languàge of instruction in these three schools l^las Englisht

no communication problem hTas encountered.

second, 109 chinese students at the university of

Manitoba made up the second group of subjects" Most of

these subjects were from introductory psychology courses and

theír participation in the study earned them bonus points in

their course" Due to an unexpected lack of interest by

chinese students to participate in the study' approximately

35 subjects were paid a surn of five Canadian doll-ars each as

an incentive for them to participate"
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Third, 135 students of European-Canadian background at

the University of Manitoba formed the third subject group.

Their partícipation also earned t.hem bonus points in their

introductory psYchologY course.

A ratio of 3¿2 between the two sexes (either direction)

r,tras being set as the criteríon (see table 1).

Also, all subjects participating in the study had had

no previous counseling experience.

For the group of Chinese students in Hong Kong, they

could not have lived in the United States, Canada or any

western countrY.

Procedure

The subjects vlere met in groups of t0 to 15 people by a

male experimenter after being randomly assigned to one of

the four experimental conditions. The four experimental

conditions r¡rere generated by crossíng the counselor',s ethnic

background (European-Canadian versus Chinese-Canadian) with

the two counselor approaches ( directive versus

nondirective). The subjects were seated in chairs separated

from each other so that they could not see what the other

subjects were writing while they were fí11ing the

questionnaire. They were also advised not to talk to each

other during the study.

Af ter the sub jects r^¡ere all seated, the experimenter

activated an audio-taped introduction concerning the study"

The subjects were told the study l^ras designed to see how
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Table I

Demographic Measures

AGE SEX

Hong Kong Chinese(N=168 )

Chinese-Canadian ( N=1 0 9 )

European-Canadian ( N=13 5 )

2L.T9
(S.n"=2.76)

20.85
(S"o "=2"68)

19 "96(s.¡"=4.47)

Male Female

7T 97

4L 6B

57 78

For entire group(N=412 ) 20.70
(s.o.=3.43)

r69 243
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people felt about going to seek counseling. After the

introductionr âr audio-taped counseling sessíon of

approximately 15 minutes was played to the subjects. During

which time the subjects were asked to listen to the tape

very carefully and refrain from asking any question until

its completion.

After the playing of the tape, each subject !üas asked

to respond to a questionnaire which took about 30

minutes to complete. They \^7ere reminded not to write down

any unnecessary information that might identify themselves

on the questionnaire. Again, they were asked to refrain

from talking to each other when they were filling in the

questionnaire "

After every subject had handed in their questionnaire'

a brief debriefing session was conducted by the

experimenter. It consísted of a short explanation of what

the study was basícally about. The subjects were told that

it \^raS a cross-cultural comparison of how subjects of

different ethnic backgrounds perceived the counseling

process and the credibilit.y of eounselors of different

ethnic backgrounds.

Crossínq of the ExPerímental Conditions

under one experimental condition, the counselor ¡atas

introduced as a Chinese-Canadian psychologist and the

directive counseling approach was played" Under another

condition, subjects heard the same tape but the counselor
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was introduced as an European-Canadian psychologist. The

remaining two conditions employed the varied racial

introduction in combination with the nondirective counseling

tape. The counselee's ethnic background in each case

remained unmentioned.

Scripts of the Counselinq Session

Two script,s were developed by the investigator" In

each a Chinese-Canadian or European-Canadian counselor was

portrayed working with a student who had career goals that

differed from those of his parents'

1. Introduction of the Counselor

The introductory section of the audio tape hlas

approximately three minutes long when audio-taped and

contaíned counselor responses

The counselor in each script was being introduced

as one with a doctorate, the highest advanced degree

attainable" The male counselor was introduced either aS

a chinese-canadian or European-canadian Ph.D. in

Clinical Psychotogy and who had three years of

experience working with university student populations"

2" Directive and Nondirec tive Scripts

In the audio tape of the two scripts (each

contained 29 counselor responses and \^IaS approximately

eight mínutes long when audio-taped), the counselor's
&

responses to the counselee varied greatly" One portrayed

a ]ogical, rational, directíve counseling style whereas
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the other portrayed a reflective, affective'

nondirectíve counselíng style. The counselor was enacted

by a male Chinese-canadian graduate student in

psychology. He v7as a first generation chinese-canadian

who was born in canada and spoke English with no

identifiable accent.

As for the counselee's responsesr they were

identical in both scriPts"

3 " Validation of Scripts

Despite a previous attempt by Atkinson et aI'

(1978) which had successfully identified the counseling

approach used in the scripts, a further validation check

\^ras conducted in this study. A total of 28 students at

the Universíty of Manitoba rltrere used as a valídity check

of both the scripts and the tape. The students were

randomly divided into four experimental groups. After

listening to the tape, they \ÀTere asked to fill in the

questionnaíre used in the actual study. special

emphasis was placed on their correct recognition of the

counseling approach and the ethnic background of the

counselor. The results obtained \47ere highly

satisfactory ß6% accuracy in the identification of the

counseling approach and 100Íà accuracy in the

ident,ification of the counseforrs ethnic background).
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Instruments

1" Demoqraphic Information

After listening to the audio-tape of the simulated

counseling session, each subject was asked to provide

the required demographic information on the first part

of the questionnaire. The information included their

sex, âgêr educational Ievel, place of birth' ethnicity'

the number of years they had been in canada, and whether

they had any previous counseling and/or psychotherapy

experience*.

2. Counselor Rati Form

After listening to one of the four introduction-

counseling style combinations, each subject was asked to

rate the counselor on the counselor Ratíng Form (cnr':

Barak & Lacrosse, 1975)**. The cRF consisted of 36

seven point bipotar items designed to measure the three

components of perceived counselor credibility as

suggested by strong ( I96B ). They \^7ere, perceíved

expertness'perceivedtrustworthinessandperceived

attractiveness. Each component (or scale on the CRF)

*This i-ncluded taking courses
psychotherapy, and ParticiPating
psychotherapy Process.

in counseling and/ox
in the counseling and/ot

reported split-haIf
.90 for the ExPertness'
scales in the Counselor

Rating Form has
for predictíng

* *LaCrosse and Barak (L97 6)
reliabilities of 0.87' 0.84 and 0

Trustworthiness and Attractiveness
Rating Form.

LaCrosse (1980) also reported the Counselor
an overall predictive power of R=0.59
counselíng outcome"
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3.

r^ras assessed by L2 items and the ítems r¡Iere randomly

ordered throughout the list. The score range of each

scale was from a minimum of 12 to a maximum of 84.

Factor analysis was performed on the three

components(36 seven-point items) and yielded one major

score. The top 14 items in the score $tere used in the

subsequent multivariate analysis(in order to be

consistent with Barak and LaCrossers studyr only those

itemshavingafactortoadinghigherthan"35were

used ) "

Measure of Authoritarian Familv Ideo loqv

An abbreviated 12-item form of the Traditional

Family rdeology scale rnTas to be used (Levinson &

Huffman, Lgs4). The scale was designed to assess

differences in family ideology along an autocratic-

democratic continuum and is based on five personalíty

factors.

a) Conventíonalism-rigid adherence to the conventional

values of a given ethnic-class groupíng"

b) Authoritarian submíssion-an idealization of' and

submissiveness toward the ingroup authorities"

c) Exaggerated Masculínity and Femininity-rigid

dichotomization of male and female sex roles"

Masculinity and femininity are conceived of as

opposit.es, with no overlappíng of traits"

d) Extreme Emphasis on Discipline-strict discipline

must be maintained if the authority is to evoke the
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*The scale correlated
Scale, and 0.5 with a
It has been found
reliability of 0.93
(Robinson and Shaver'

combined emotions of admiration and fear which are

seen as necessary in conforming to a truly

authoritarian sYstem"

e) Moralistic Rejection of Impulse-any hostile and

autonomous impulse the child has toward the parents

must be inhibíted or def lected onto nel^l, morally

appropriatelyobjectssincetheyviolatethemoral
requirements of obedience and respect'

The scale* is composed of L2 seven point

Likert-type items. The theoretical basis of the

authoritarian-democratic personality dimension \Àtas

described ín the Authoritarian Personality (Adorno'

Frenkel-Brunswick, Levinson and sanford, I950). These

five factors are not regarded as being statistícally

or concePtuallY indePendent.

subjects were asked to rate each of the statements

on a Likert scale format. Each subject indicated his or

her opinj-on on that particular statement by marking the

appropriate place on the scale. The range of opinions

ran from,'strongly agree" on one end tO "Strongly

disagree" on the other end.

subjects who ranked high on this scale were

categorized as high in authorítarian family ideology'

0.6 with the E-scale" 0-7 with the F-
rel i erious eonvenLionalism scale.
to have a six week test-retest
and split-hatf reliability of 0.92
L97 3) "
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and those who ranked

authoritarian famiIY

low \^Iere categorized

ideology. The method

distinguish the high

as

of
low in

median

split was

categories.

Personality

used to and Iow

4l

Research data have indicated that the scale one'

Hypochondriasis scale* of the Minnesota Multi-Phasic

Inventory (MMPI) is strongly related with the subjectrs

somatic concerns (Carson, Ig72; Good & Brantner' 1-974l-'

Factor analytic studies have indicated much of the

variances in the Hypochondriasis scale is accounted for

byasinglefactor'onethatischaracterizedbythe
denial of good health (poor Physical Health) and the

admission of a variety of somatic symptoms

(Hypochondriasís) (Graham, 1-979).

Subjectsl^/ereaskedtorateeachofthe33items

as either true or false as it applied to their life

situation. The ratings were then used to assign

subjects into either a high or low personality measure

of somatization group.

5) Post-Test Manipulation Check

seven questions designed to check how the subjects

perceived the taped counseling session they listened to

v¡ere asked. They \^rere stated ín the following fashion:

*The l{ypochondriasis Scale has test-retest reliabilíties
rangíng from 0.65 (with a one-to-two week interval between
tests ) to 0.92 ( w itrr a one-day interval between
tests)(Dahstrom & Welsh, L960)"

Measure of Somatization
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1 what was the ethnic background of the counselor in

the tape that You just listened to?

a) Chinese

b) European-Canadian

How realistic was the tape compared to an actual

counseling session?

The subjects chose their ansvler on a seven-

point Likert Scale format, ranging from very

unrealistic on one end to very realistic on the

other extreme.

In the studyr 72"L2 of the subjects rated the

taped session on the realistic end and 27.92 rated

otherwise.

A directive counseling approach is one in

which the counselor tends to give advice, make

suggestions and recommendations, and is structured

concrete and explicit in his counseling style'

A nondirective counseling approach is one in

which the counselor tends not to give advicer make

no suggestions nor reeommendation, and is

ambiguous' reflective and affective in his

counseling stYle.

How directive or nondirective was the approach used

by the counselor in the taPe?

The subjects chose their answer on a seven-

point Likert scale format, ranging from dírectíve

on one end to nondirective on the other end"

2

3
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4 How comfortable would they feel if they had to talk

about their own problems in a similar counseling

sessi-on?

The subjects chose their answer on a seven-

point Likert Scale format, rangíng from very

comfortable on one end to very uncomfortable on the

other extreme.

If they ulere to seek counseling, to what degree

would they prefer the individual (one-to-one)

counseling format as portrayed in the tape or the

group counseling format (in which the counselee has

to talk about his or her problem in front of the

counselor and other counselees) íf they have a

problem to discuss?

The subjects chose their ansr,rler on a seven-

point Likert scale format, with "individual" on one

end and "group" on the other-

If they were to seek counseling, to what degree

would they prefer a directive or nondirective

counseling approach?

The subjects chose their answer on a seven-

poínt Likert Scale format, with "dírective" on one

end and "nondirective" on the other-

What results do they think the experimenter expects

in this study?

a) vthat led them to think this?

b) How do they think this affected their answers

5

6

7
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to the previous sets of questions?

Sex Paíring of Counselor and Counselee

For the sake of simplicity, the counselor and counselee

used in this study v¡ere of the male sex only' The tape

played to the subjects contained only a male counselor who

$ras using either a directive or nondirective counseling

approach with a male counselee.

Data AnalYsis

The data was analyzed by the application of the

statistical Package fox the social sciences (sPSS: Nie,

Jenkins, steinbreaner and Brent, L975) computer program. In

the preliminery stepr the Prinôipa1 component solution wíth

Iteration(PA2)wasemployedtofactoranalyzethe36-items

dependent measures of the counselor Rating Form (cRF). The

decision to use the iteration procedure waS based on the

fact that such a procedure is the most well-accepted

factoring method due to its ability to handle most of the

inítial factoring needs (Nie, et aI. Ig75l. Since this v7as

the first attempt in applying the CRF with Asian college

students, and also with a large subject population (N=4I2)r

it was important to validate the reliability of the

dependent measures under the given circumstance (Weiss'

1970)" The purpose of using the factor analytic technique

was two fold" First, it h7as employed to identify any

redundancy that existed among the 36 items" Second' it was
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used to detect any discrepancy from the existing subscales

(perceived Expertness, Perceived Trustworthíness, and

Perceived Attractiveness) as identified by Barak and

LaCrosse (1975 ).

After the prelímínery analysis, the síx hypotheses \^¡ere

tested by the use of the MANOVA program (MANOVA: Hull & Nie'

1981) individually. univariate F-tests $7ere used to follow

upthesignificantmultivariatetestresults"Posthoct-
tests were employed to differentiate between group effect

when required.
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RESULTS

The 36 items in the counselor Rating Form(cn¡') were

factor analyzed by the Principle component solution with

Varimax and Iteration Procedure(PA2). It yielded eight

factors which had an eigenvalue larger than one and

accounted for 59.7% of the total variance(see table 2)'

Hohrever, due to the large variance accounted for by the

first factor and the relatively small contribution hry the

remaining seven factors, it is evident that the present

study yielded only one major factor in the CRF measure"

consequently, only the top L4 items in Factor one were used

for the subsequent analyses( ín order to be consistent with

Barak and Lacrossers study, a factor loadíng value greater

or egual to 0.35 \^7as used as the cut-off point in selecting

the 14 items) (see table 3).
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Table 2

Factor Loadinqs of the CRF ltems

FACTOR EIGENVALUE PCT OF VAR CUM PCT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
B

9
IO
1I
L2
13
T4
15
16
T7
1B
19
20
2L
22
23
24
25
26
27
2B
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

I
4
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
t
I
I
1
1
T
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
1
I
0
0
0
0
0
0

04
02
00
91
BB
86
7B

2
1
1
I
I
I
1
I
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

"74
. BB
.42
" 30
.11

.74

.72

.68

.65
"62
.59
"57
.56
"54
.51
.49
.47
.45
.43
" 40
.37
" 35
"34
"32
.31
"27
"26
"23
"2L

35 " 40
5.20

35.40
40"60
44.50
48 "20
5r.20
54 " 10
56.70
59.70
62 "20
64.70
67.00
69.20
71.30
73.30
75.20
77.00
78"70
80.30
81"90
83"50
85"00
86.40
B7 " BO
B9 " 10
90.30
91"50
92"60
93.60
94"60
95.60
96"40
97 "30
9B " t0
98. B0
99"40

100.00

.90
" B0
.80
.50
.40
" 40

.00

.60

.10

.20

.00

.00

.90

.80
"70
" 60

"60
.60
.50
.40
.40
.30
"20
.20
" 10
.00
.00
.90
" 90
" B0

" B0

"70
" 60

0.60
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Tab1e 3

Factor Load incrs on the Factor One items

Ttems Factor One

WARM
HONEST
GENUINE
SINCERE
EXPERIENCED
TRUSTWORTHY
FRTENDLY
DEPENDABLE
CONFIDENT
STRAIGHTFORWARD
BELIEVABLE
RESPONSIBLE
CLEAR
PREPARED
SOCIABLE
RESPECTFUL
RELTABLE
OPEN
INTELLIGENT
ANALYTTC
CASUAL
APPRECTATIVE
CHEERFUL
INSTGI{TFUL
LOGICAL
INFORMED
CLOSE
ATTRACTIVE
ALERT
LIKEABLE
SKILLFUL

0.73
0.6s
0.58
0. s8
0.57
0. s3
0.51
0.48
0.48
0.44
0.43
0.38
0.36
o. 35
0.34
0.34
0.34
0 " 33
0"30
0 "29
0 "26
0 "26
0 "26
0 "26
0 "25
0 "22
0 "2r
0.19
0.10
0 " 09
0 " 0B

EIGENVALUE

å OF TOTAL VARIANCE

% OF COMMON VARIANCE

12"18

35.40

B4 " 60

NOTE:a)Only loadings greater than or equal to 0.35 wel:e
rePorted "b)The items "agreeable", "compatible", "enthusíastic'
"expert", "se1fish" díd not toad in any of the
factors "
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Hypothesis Testing

Hvpothesis One

The personality measure of somatization score (MMPI)

would be signifícantly related to the subjects' ethnic

background, with Hong Kong Chinese scoring the highest'

followed by chinese-canadian, and then by European-canadian

(see table A1 in the aPPendix).

pearson correlation analysis showed that subjects'

ethnic background was significantly related to the

personality measure of somatization (MMPI) (r = -0.29,

p<"001).

one-way ANOVA result confirmed the exisLence of

signifícant difference between groups difference in term of

subjects'ethnic background on the personality measure of

somatization (E(2,409) = 23"L2, p(.001) (see table 4a)"

Post hoc contrasts revealed the between groups effect

on the personality measure of somatization further" It

indícated that both the llong Kong Chinese and Chinese-

Canadian subjects scored higher on the personality measure

of somatization than the European-Canadian subjecLs" For

comparison between the Hong Kong Chínese and the European-

canadian group, L(409) = 6.39r P<.001; while for the

comparison between the Chinese-Canadian and the European-

canadian group, t(409) = 6.L9, p(.001" However' the

differenee in the personalit'y measure of somatization

between the Hong Kong Chinese and Chinese-Canadian group was
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Tab1e 4a

Univariate F-Test to Examine Between-Groups Effect on the

Personalitv Measure of Somatization Variable(MMPI )

d.f ss MS F-RATIOSource

Between GrouPs

Vüithin Group

Total

2 984 " 3t

409 8706.56

41r 9690 " BB

492 "Ls 23 "12***

2r "29

NOTE: a ) *p(. 05 " **p< 
" 01. *:t:tp(. 001"
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almost negligible (t(409) .58, P "56) (see table 4b).

Hvpothesis Two

The subjects' preference of counseling format would be

significantly related to their ethnic background, with the

Hong Kong Chinese preferring the índividual counseling

format the most, followed by the chinese-canadian ¡ and the

European-Canadian preferring it the ]east. In contrast, the

group counseling format would be preferred by the European-

canadian the most, followed by the chinêse-canadian, and

with the Hong Kong chinese preferring ít the least (see

table A2 in the aPPendix).

pearson correlation analysis indicated that the

subjects,ethnic background was margínalIy related with

their preference of counseling format(r = 0.08, p = .047).

one.hlayANoVAfailedtorevealanybetweengroups

difference on the preference of counseling format measure

(F(2,409) = 2.32, P = "10) (see table 5)"

Hypothesis Three

subjects' ethnic background and their authoritarian

family ideology scale scores would be significantly related

to their preference of counseling approach" specifically'

Hong Kong Chinese with high authoritarian family ideology

scores would indicate a preference for the directive

counsel-ing approach over the nondirective counseling

approach(see tabte A3 in the appendix)"
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Talole 4b

Analysis of Subiects' Ethnic Background on PersonalitvPost hoc

Measure of Somatization

Value t Va1ue d.f.

Contrast One
(group one vs"
group two)

Contrast Two
(group one vs-
group three)

Contrast Three
(group two vs.
group three)

.33

3.41

3 " 08

.58

6 " 39rt**

6.19***

409

409

409

NOTE:a)GrouP One =
GrouP Two =
GrouP Three

Hong Kong Chinese subjects
Chinese-Canadian subjects
= European-Canadian subjects

b)A1pha was set at "0I

"¡*r'p<"01. 
***p(.001"
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Table 5

Univariate F-test to Examine Between-Groups on the Preference

of Counseling Format Variable

Source d"f" SS MS F-RATÏO

Between GrouPs 2

Within GrouP 409

Total 4ll

8.83

780.41

789 "24

4-42

1.9r

2.3L5
(p = .10)

NOTE: a ) *p(. 05 " *:tp(. 01. **:tp(. 001.
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Multivariate regression analysis suggested that both

the subjects' ethnic background factor and the interaction

term between subjectsr ethnic background and their

aut.horitarian family ídeology scale score viTere significantly

related to the preference of counseling approach" The

former, B = -.39, t = -2.0L, p ='046; implied that the

subjects' ethnic background was significantly related to the

preference of counseling approach' The negative

standardized beta weight suggested that both the Hong Kong

chinese and chinese-canadian in fact preferred the directive

counseling approach over the nondirective approach" As for

the latter, B =.45, t = 2.78, P(" 01, which implied that

when the subjects, ethnic background factor and the

authoritarian family ideology scores factor \^¡ere paired

together, there was a significant correlation with the

preference of counseling approach" The positive

standardized beta weighL reflected that both Hong Kong

Chinese and Chinese-Canadian scoring high on the

authoritarian family ideology score preferred directive

counseling approach the most. The auLhoritarían family

ideology score factor by itself failed to show any

relationship with the preference of counseling approach

(e = -"23, t = -L.42t p = "16) (see table 6).
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Table 6

Mult ivariate Regression Analvsis with Authorítarian Family ldeo loqv

Subiects I ELhnic Backrou nd, and the Interaction Pred ictinqScores

Preference of Counseling Approach

Dependent variable: Preference of counseling Approach

Predictor B BETA t-Value

Authoritarian
Family IdeologY

Scores
(A)

Subjectsl
Ethnic

Background
(B)

AXB

Constant

- .028

-.76

-.02

-.23

-.39

"45

6 "20

-L"42

-2 " 01*

2.78**

6.45***

NOTE:a)*p(.05" *utp("01. **:tp("001"
b ) Rãgression equation :' t = 6"20-"23A-.398+"4548

where Y = Preference of Counseling Approach
A = Authoritarian Family Ideology Scores
þ = Subjects' Ethnic Background
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I{vpothesis Four

The longer the chinese-canadian subjects resided in

canada, the more similar their attitude toward the

counseling variables cluster(namely preference of counseling

format, preference of counseling approach, counselor rating

form, and tevel of comfort felt in a similar situation)

woul-d be to that of the European-Canadian, rather than that

of the Hong Kong chinese. specifically, they would prefer

group counseling format, nondirective counseling approach'

rate the counselor on the audio tape high on the counselor

rat,íng form, and feel comfortable if they were to be

subjected to a counseling session similar to that of the

audio tape (see table A4 in the appendix)'

Overall MANOVA results indicated that the impact of the

length of residence of the chinese-canadian on the

counselinq variables cluster was not significant (F(16' 309)

= .7L, P = -791 (see table 7)'

Hypothesis I''r-ve

subjects, ethnic background' counselorrs ethnic

background, and the counseling approach used would have a

significant ínfluence on the counseling variables cluster.

specifically, Hong Kong chinese listening to a chinese-

Canadian counselor employing directive counseling approach

on the audio tape would exhibit a higher preference for

individual counseling format, directive counseling approach'

higher counselor rating form scores and level of comfort for
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Table 7

Multivariate Tests of S icnificance on the Counselinq Variables

Cluster

Effect:Chinese-Canadian subjects' length of residence in Canada

Source d.f Multivariate F

Length of residence in Canada 16'398 .7L
(p = -791

NOTE:a)Alt multivariate tests of sígnificance vtere based on
lVilksr Lambda F value.
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beíng in a similar counseling situation as being portrayed

in the audio tape(see tabl-e A5 in the appendix)'

Overall MAONVA results showed that the subjects' ethnic

background variable had a significant effect on the

counsel-or variables cluster (F( B, 7g4l = l-2.45, p<'001) ( see

table Bb)" Simitarly, the counselor ethnic background-

counseling approach interaction term also had a significant

effect on the counselor variables cluster (F(4'397) = 2'92,

p<.05) (see tabl-e Ba). The counselor ethnic background and

the counseling approach factor by itself failed to yield any

significance in the analysis (F(4,397) = 2"28, P =.06 for

the counselor ethnic background factor, and (F(4r397) = '78,

p = .537 for the counseling approach factor) (see table Ba)'

Sub-ject's ethnic background

univariate F-test was then employed to follov¡ up on the

sígnificant multivariate test, testing each component of the

counseling varíabIes cluster individually. The following

results \^tere indicated.

a) preference of counselí ng aooroach.

Subjects' ethnic background was found to be

significantly rel-ated to the preference of counselíng

approach variable (F(21409) = 9.53, P(.001)(see table

Ba).

To differentiate the between group effect on the

preference of counseling variable, a post hoc t-test

employing Lhe Bonferronni procedure to control overall

type T error was utilized(Alpha was set at.01 for each
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Table Ba

Multivariate and Univariate Tests of Siqnificance on the

Counselinq Variables Cluster

Univariate Tests of Significance

SOUTCE d.f. MUI"F d.f. PCOUFORM PCOUNAPP CRF LEVCOM

SETHÏCB

COUNETHN

COUNAPPR

L2.45***

0"78

2 "28

9"53***

0"03

2 "05

32.01***0.48

0"84 2"6L

5 "96* 4 "25*

8,794

4,397

4,397

2,409

400

400

2.3L

0 .47

0.04

SETHICB
X

couNETHN 8,794 1"I0 2,40 0 1.94
X

COUNAPPR

COUNETHN
x 4,397

COUNAPPR

SETHICB
x 8,798

COUNAPPR

SETHICB
x 8,794

COUNETHN

0.22 0 .22 r.27

2.92 L,400 0.12 7 .52r,x 2.99 1.05

t.B7 2,400 1"14 2 "30 0.86 0.84

1.04 2.400 0.76 2 "L0 0.86 0 "22

)aI1 multívariate tests of significance $fere based
Vüilksr Lambda F value"

on
NOTE:a

b
c
d
e
f
g
h
l-

)

)

*p(. 05. :t:tp(. 01. ***p( 
" 001

sËtHrce = sürjects' ethnic background 
-

COUNETHN = Coúnselor ethnic background
COUNAPPR = Counseling aPProach
PCOUFORM = Preference of counseling format
PCOUNAPP = Preference of counseling approach
CRF = Counselor Rating Form
TEVCOM = Leve1 of comfort
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of the three contrasts).

Theposthocpairwisecontrastsdemonstratedthat
the Chinese-Canadian subjects consistently showed a higher

preference for the directive counseling approach as compared

to both the Hong Kong Chinese and European-canadian

subjects(t = i-6.87, p <.001 for the Chinese-Canadían and

Hong Kong chinese subjects comparison; and t = 16"05' p(.001

for the Chinese-Canadian and European-Canadian subjects

comparison). In fact, the difference between the Hong Kong

Chinese and the European-Canadian subjects in term of their

preference of counseling approach was negligible (t = '0050,

p = 0"94) (see table Bb).

b) counselor rating form.

Subjects' ethnic baclcground was also found to have

a significant impact on the counselor Rating Form (cRF)

scores. (F(2,4091 = 32"0I, p<.001) (see table Ba).

Once again, in order to differentiate the between group

effect on the CRF scores, a post hoc t-test was

uti li zed (Alpha \^ras set " 01 f or each of the three

contrasts ) .

Post hoc comparison of group means indicated that

European-canadian subjects scored highest on the cRF'

followed by chinese-canadian subjects, and then by Hong

Kong Chinese subjects (t = 6.77, P<'01 for the

comparison between Hong Kong Chinese and Chinese-

eanadian subjects; t = 67"84, p(.001 for the comparison
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Table 8b

Post Hoc Anal sis of the Subiects' Ethnic Backqround FactorV

Preference of counseling approach

t value fd

Contrast One
(group one vs"
group two)

Contrast Two
(group one vs"
group three)

Contrast Three
(group two vs"
group three)

16 " B7***

0. 01
(p = 0.94)

16.05***

275

301

242

Counselor Rating Form

Contrast One
(group one vs"
group two)

Contrast Two
(group one vs.
group three)

Contrast Three
(group two vs"
group three)

6 .77 *tc*

67 "84**dr

22.06***

275

301

242

NOTE:a)group one = Hong Kong Chínese subjects
b)érouÞ t\nlo = Chinese-Chinese subjects
c)érouÞ three = European-Canadian subjects
d)Alpha was set at .01

"¡'tp<.05" 
:t*p("01. *rt*p(.001"
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between the Hong Kong Chinese and the European-Canadian

subjects comparison; and t = 22.06, p<.001 for the

comparison between the Chinese-Canadian and European-

Canadian subjects comparison) (see table 8b).

c)level of comfort.

Univariate F-test failed to show that the

subjects' ethnic background factor had any significant

influence on the leve1 of comfort measure (E(2,409) =

.048, P = .62) (see table Ba).

d)preference of counseling format.

Univariate F-test failed to show that the

subjectsr ethnic background factor had any signíficant

effect on the preference of counseling format

measure (E(2,409) = 2.3L, p = .10)(see table Ba).

Counselor ethnic backg round-counselinq approach interaction

Univariate F-test showed that the interaction term had

significant effect on the preference of counseling approach

measure (F(1,400) = 7 "52, p("01)(see table Ba). Vühen the

counseling approach effect \^Ias nested under the European-

Canadian counselor variable, it further revealed that both

the directive and nondirective counseling approach had a

significant effect on the CRF measure in the counseling

variables cluster(F.(1r408) = 6.89' p<"01)" Similarly' when

the counselor ethnic background variable was nested under

the nondirective counseling approaeh, both the chínese-

canadian and European-canadian counselor had a significant
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effect on the CRF measure in the counseling variables

cluster(F(1,408) = 5.10, P(.05) (see table Bc)' The

univariate F-test failed to show signíficant effect on the

rest of measures in the counseling variables cluster(see

table Bc).

Hypothesis Six

counselorrs ethnic background, preference of counseling

approach, and counseling approach employed in the audio tape

would have a significant effect on the counselor rating form

scores and the level of comfort felt, with the influence of

the subject's ethnic background and their authoritarían

family ideology scores being removed(see table A6 in the

appendix ) .

overall MANOVA result indicated that there was a

signifícantrelationshipbetweenthedependent
measures(namely CRF and the levet of comfort measure) and

the two covariates(namely subjects' ethnic background and

their authoritarian family ideology scores) (F(4,794) =

IB.50rp<.001)(seetableg)'Hor^/ever,noneofthe
independent measures r^/ere found to be signif icant in the

analysis(F (2.3g7) = 2.g3, P = .055 for the counseling

approach effectt F(2,397) = L.4Bt p = .228 for the counselor

ethnic background effecti and T(4t794',) = I.52, p = "195 for

the preference of counseling approach effect) (see table 9)'
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Table Bc

Univariate F Test on the Counselor Ethnic Background

Counsel inq Approach Interaction Term

counseling Approach Factor Nested under European-canadian

Counselor Factor

Variable d.f F

Preference of counseling
format

Preference of counseling
approach

408

408

408

408

0-08

2"63

6. B9**

3. B5

Counsefor

Level of

rating form

comfort

Counselor Ethnic Background Factor Nested Under Nondirective

Counseting APProach Factor

Preference of counseling
format

Preference of counseling
approach

408

408

408

408

0 " 6B

2 "9L

5.01*

3.61

Counselor

Level of

rating form

comfort

NOTE: a ) *p(. 05. rt*p(. 01. **:tp(. 001"
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Table 9

Multivariate and Univariate Tests of Siqnificance on the

Counselor Ratinq Form and the Level of Comfort measures

d.f. Mul.F. d.f

Univariate Tests of Significance

LEVCOMCRFSource

Counselor
Ethnic

Background
( SETHICB )

Preference
of

Counseling
Approach

( PCOUNAPP )

Counseling
Approach

( COUNAPPR )

PCOUNAPP
x

COUNETHN
X

COUNAPPR

COUNETHN
x

COUNAPPR

PCOUNAPP
X

COUNAPPR

PCOUNAPP
x

COUNETHN

2,397 r.48 r,398

4,794 L.52 2,398

2,397 2.93 r,398

4,794 L.63 2,398

2,397 2.53 1,398

4,794 2 "L4 2,398

4,794 L.54 2,398

1.04

2 "64

4.18

0.52

4.7 6

3 " 50

t.4B

32 "2'lx**

2.72

0.98

3.61

L.7 9

1.53

2 .03

2 "55

0.37Vüithin Cells 4,794 1B " 50*'r* 2,398
Regression

NOTE:a)A1I multivariate tests of significance l^Iere based on
the Vúilks' Lambda F value.

b)*p<.05" rc*p("0I. *:t*<p("001.
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DISCUSSTON AND IMPLICATIONS

Since the seventies, there has been an increased

awarenessofmentalhealthforethnicminoritygroupsin

NorthAmerica"Behavioralscientistshavestudiedthe

effectofraceonawidespectrumofmentalhealthissues

whichrangefromperceptionofcounselorcredibilityto
preferences of sources of help givings (atkinson et aI"'

IgTB; Sue, D. e Kirk, Lg75; Sue' êt â1" I976; Webster &

Fre|z, 1978). Unfortunately, aIt of the former studies

treated the Asian-Americans as if they possessed an

uniform set of attitudes, values, beliefs and behaviors'

Assumptionsofculturalhomogeneityhaveresultedin
unwarranted stereotypes which have produced misleading

results(Hessler, Nolan, Ogbiu & New' 1980)'

Another drawback of the studies cited is that none had

uniformlydefinedandcontroltedfortheacculturation
process with ethnic minority subjects' Yet the process of

acculturation having an effect on values and attitudes has

been suggested by several researchers(caudi11, 1952; Tan,

1967¡ & Weiss, L973).

Theurgencyofconductingmorerelevantresearchto

meet the Asian-American's need for mental health has been

clearly indicated in the current task force report to the

president,s commission on mental health" The report

contained 67 recommendations covering the areas of social

politics,deliveryofmentalhealthservices'training'
personnel, researchn and prevention' The task force
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expressed concern over the lack of cultural responsiveness

in treatment and therapy, the plight of immigrants and

refugees, the lack of Asian-American representation in

policy-making roles, the need for community participation in

mentat health, the training of competent mental health

professionals, and the adequacy of current research

(President's Commission on Mental Health, L978, vo]" 3).

Therefore it \Àtas the intention of this study to focus

on some of the neglected areas in the previous research.

For instance, the counselor's ethnic background, types of

counseling approach, and definition and degree of

acculturatíon of the subjects were investigated. Also

variables such as the authoritarian family ideology of the

subjects, and their tendency to somatisize \4lere hypothesízed.

as influencing the subjects' perception of the counselor's

credibi 1ity.

Summary of Main Findings:

a)Personality measure of somatízaLíon was found to be

sígnificantly related- to subjects' ethnic background"

b)Both the Hong Kong chinese and chinese-canadian

subjects were found to score higher on the personality

measure than the European-canadian subjects. Howevert

the difference between the two chinese groups was

minimal.

a)Preference of counseling format \¡üas marginally related

to subjects ethnic background"

1

2
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3

b)No between group dífference on the preference of

counseling format was noted"

a)Subject ethnic background was found to be a significant

predictor to what subjects'preference of counseling

approach would be. The indicated preference implied

Hong Kong Chinese preferred directive counseling

approach over the nondirective counseling approach"

b)When subject ethnic background and authoritarian family

ideology score were combi-ned, results revealed that

both Hong Kong Chinese and Chinese-Canadian with high

authoritarian family ideology score preferred

directive counseling over the nondirective approach.

The length of residence of the Chinese-Canadian in

Canada did not have any significant impact on the

counseling variable cluster (which consisted of

preference of counselíng format, preference of

counseling approach, counseling rating form, and leve1

of comfort)"

a)soth subject ethnic background and the counselor ethnic

background-counseling approach interaction term had a

significant effect on the counseling variable cluster"

b)Chinese-Canadian subjects showed a higher preference

for directíve counseling as compared to both Hong Kong

Chínese and European-Canadian subjects. The difference

between Hong Kong Chinese and European-Canadian

subjects r,trere minimal.

c)European-Canadian subjects scored higher on the

4

5
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6)

counselor rating form, followed by Chinese-Canadian'

and then Hong Kong Chinese.

d)European-canadian counselor employing either directive

or nondirective counseling approach had a significant

impact on the counselor rating form measure"

e)Ej-ther European-canadian or chinese-canadian counselor

employing nondirective counseling approach had a

significant effect on the counselor rating form

measure.

counselor ethnic background, preference of counselíng

approach, and counseling approach employed ín the audio

tape did not have any significant impact on the

counselor rating form and/or the level of comfort felt

when the effects of the subjects' ethnic background and

theirauthoritarianfamilyideologyscoreswere
partialled out.

The Purpose of thís s tudv:

The purpose of this study was to investigate the

relationship between the variables in the following

sequence.

First, how does a subjectrs ethnic background relate

with the personality measure of somatization?

Results indicated that the subject's ethnic background

had a significant influence on the personality measure of

somatizatíon.

Both Hong Kong Chj-nese and chinese-canadian subjects
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obtained significantly higher score on the personality

measureofsomatizationthantheEuropean-Canadian.Such
findingssupportedearlierfindingsbyMarsella,Kinzieand

Gordon(1971) and Sue and sue(1971)'

oneofthemostcommonexplanationsforsuchatrendis

the"Asian's"strongfeelingsofshameanddisgrace

associated with psychological problems' Thus many Asians

who experience difficulties express them via physical

complaints. Physical complaínts represent a more acceptable

\^ray of expressing emotional problems which family

upbringing cannot be blamed for(Sue' D"1981)' This

accounts for \^¡hy Chinese are more inclined to seek

j-ndigenous forms of folk psychotherapy for their emotional

problems.Theyoftenvisitfortune-tellers,shamansand
draw chien-sticks from the temples. This externalizes their

problem onto some forms of supernatural power' imbalance of

yin and yan or simply fate" Subsequently' they can absolve

themserves from shame and anxiety(Leung, Kim and wong,

1983 ).

Anotherpossiblecontributingfactor\,ühytheChinese

subjectshadahighertendancytosomatisizeliesinthe
structureoftheChineselanguagelexicons.Thecommon

termsusedbytheChinesetodescribedysphoricstates-sum
fan(moody, irritable), fan-tsao(troubled, worried), shen-

k'nei(kidney \^Teakness)-a11 refer to a somatic

network (K1e j-nman & Lin, 19 B I ) " The Chinese tends to

associateemotionalstatesclosetywiththeirbody
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functions. In fact the distinctions between mind and body

are not emphasized aS it is in western medicine' Therefore

it is only natural that emotional discomfort is dealt with

on the somatic level.

To incorporate the above findings into actual

counseling situations with Chinese counselee would mean that

the counselor has to be attentive to various somatic

complaints that the counselee tends to make. The counselor

shoul-d understand that most of these complaints are

actually symptomatic representations of emotional stress"

For instance, it ís quite common to hear a chinese counselee

complaining of having a "fee1in9 of tightness around the

head" t oy "heaviness in the heart". For a counselor who has

limited understanding of the chinese culture, he or she

might often misconstrue those statements as symptomatic

representations of psychosis. Besides, most chinese

counseJees are unfamilar with the concept of employing

psychological counseling as a therapeutic toot to deal with

their somatic problems. one suggestion is to utilíze the

multí-discipline team approach to help the counselee to

become familar with the counseling process. A medical

doctor oî an acupunturist can be assigned to work with the

counselee on hisr/her somatíc problems, whereas a counselor

can explore with him,/her the emotional difficulty"

Second, how does a subject's ethnic background relate

with the preference of counseling format?

The close-knit quality of the chinese social system
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implies that they tend to keep all of their difficulties

within the immediate family and to discourage any discussion

of emotional or interpersonal problems in a group

situation(Kaneshige, 1973)" This has led to the hypothsis

that the Chinese counselee generatly would prefer a one-to-

one individual counseling format over a group counseling

formaL "

Results from this study failed to confirm the above

hypothesis. The subjectrs ethnic background had no

c1i-f f erenti.ating ef f ect on their pref erence f or counseling

format. The lack of difference \^¡as possibly a consequence

of the subject selection. All of the subjects were young

college students. A majority of them were living a\^¡ay from

their families" Therefore, they generally may not have felt

the parental pressure inhibiting them from discussing their

personal problems in front of a group of strangers" Ïn

fact, some of the subjects may have experienced a feeling of

comradeship if they \^/ere ín a group of people who shared

símilar problems(Vüong, L982). fn conclusion, Chinese

college students do not necessary feel inhibited in a group

counseling format as opposed to an individual format"

Obviously if the counselee \^/aS someone who had 1itt1e

education and very little psychological knowledge(for

ínstance, an old Chinese immigrants who has lived most of

his life in Chinatown, or a recent immigrant from Indochína)

they would most likely prefer individual counseling format

over the group format owing to the close-knit social network
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they live in.

Third, how wel_l do the subject's ethnic background and

the aut,horitarian family ideotogy score predict the

preference of counseling approach?

The Chineser EIS part of their ethnic characteristics'

tend to evaluate ideas on the basis of theír immedj-ate,

practical application and to avoid an abstract, reflective'

theoretical orientation(Sue & Frank, 1980). Because of

their emphasis on a practical and applied approach to life

problems, Chinese tend to be more intolerant of ambiguity

and to feel more comfortable in well structured

situations(Sue, i-g73). Therefore ít has been suggested that

the ambiguity and lack of structure that usually accompany

the traditional- dynamic counseling approach may create

extreme discomfort in the Chinese counselee(Leung, 1983).

Consequently, one would hypothesize that the Chinese

counselee would show a preference of the directive

counseling approach over the nondirective one.

fn testing the above-mentioned hypothesis, the present

study generated results that were unexpected-. Hong Kong

Chinese subjects actually were found to prefer directive

counseling approach over nondirective counseling approach to

a lesser degree than their Chinese-Canadian counterparts'

In this casdàone hypothesis may be that the unexpected

outcome \^ras an artifact of the subject selection process"

Stringent críterion were imposed on participants in the

study so that no subjects wíth any experience in counseling
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were chosen. Yet, the two groups of Chinese subjects

selected, were from very different disciplines. The

Chinese-Canadian group consisted of mainly foreign students

from Hong Kong. Most of these foreign students had been

known to show signíficantly greater interest in physical'

bíological sciences and business administration(Sue'D. &

Kirk, I972, L973; Veron, l-982). Based on their academic

training it was expected that they would prefer a concrete

and structured approach more than an ambiguous, teflective

one. In addition, their exposure to psychological

counseling \¡/ere minimal. This \^7ouId result in a strong

inclination for the choice of a directive approach over a

nondirective one.

However, in the case of Hong Kong Chinese subjects, the

majority were enrolled in social work, psychology and

journalism. Their closer relatíonship to psychological

counseling could have sensitized them, to a greater

ar¡zareness of and tolerance for traditional, insight

oriented counseling approaches" Consequently thei::

preference of counseling approa-ch beeame more similar to

their Caucasían counterparts. However' more empirical

investigations wilI be necessary to prove or disapprove this

hypothesis.

Nonetheless, the possibte ímplication is that in

counseling chinese college students, their areas of

specialization could be an important determínant in matching

the counselee wíth the most appropriate counselor" For
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someone who is ín science or even business specíalties'

they would probably benefit more from a counselor employing

a directive counseling approach. If the Chinese counselee

is majoring in the social sciences such as psychology'

sociology and social work, they may be more receptive to the

reflective, nondirective counseling approach"

Results also suggest that both Hong Kong chinese and

Chinese-Canadian with hiqh authoritarian family ideology

scores tended to prefer directive counseling the most. Such

a finding can be explained by the following concept"

Heavy emphasis is put by the Chinese culture on

parental authority and filia1 piety. Communications in the

family are traditionally patriarchal with authority flowing

from top to bottom" Such a heavy accentuation on authority

is thought to have a strong impact on their counseling

expectancy. Social scientists have postulated that Chinese'

together with other Asian ethnic groups, tend to perceive

counseling as a relatively authoritarian process(Arkoff, êt

â1., 1967; Tan, L967)" As a result they are likely to see a

counselor using a nondirective counselíng a.pproach as being

less authoritarian and would rather receive counseling from

one that uses the directive approach"

Fourth, how does the length of residence of the

Chinese-Canadian in Canada relate wíth the counseling

variable cluster measure?

The process of acculturation v/as þypothesized to have

significant effect on the counseling variable cluster in the
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Chinese-Canadian subjects. IIowever, the absence of

significant effect made such a hypothesis impossible to

prove. One reason for t.he difficulty lay in the composition

of Lhe Chinese-Canadian subjects. Since the subjects v¡ere

selected mainly from introductory psychology courses' most

of them were undergraduate students who had been in Canada

for less than five,years, except for the few who were

Canadian born. If more subjects had resided in Canada

longer were included in the study¡ the effect of

acculturation should be more clearcut. However, due to the

limited number of Chinese-Canadian students that ü/ere

available, a more heterogeneous group of subjects(in term of

length of residence in Canada)was not possible'

Another reason for the acculturation process' dubious

impact on the dependent measures !\ras the possibitity of a

cut-off point at which the Chinese-Canadian subjects would

become westernizeð.. Since most of the Chinese-Canadian

subjects had resided in Canada for less than four years, the

cut-off point has been hypothesized to be at-least four

years. Tn an earlier study by Dadfar and Friedlander(1982)

they concluded that the foreign students' length of stay in

the United States was unrelated to their attitudes toward

seeking professional help. However, the subjects'(includíng

foreign students from Africa, Asia, Europe and Latín

America)average stay in the United States was only 3"8

years. This may indicate the possibility that in order to

demonstrate acculturation effects, it may require more than
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four years. such a hypothesis could be tested through a

comparison stud-y on foreign graduate students who have

resided in Canada longer than four years and foreign

undergraduate students who have recently arrived"

Fifth,howdosubjectethnicbackground,counselor

ethnic background, and the counseling approach influence the

counseling variable cluster measure?

AsubjectIsethnicbackground\^Tasshowntobean

inf l-uential factor in the study. It was shown that each

group'set,hnicbackgroundhadadifferentialeffectontwo

of the four dependent measures in the counseling variable

cl-uster, namely preference of counseling approach and

perceived counselor credibility. It appeared that not only

did differences exist between the two chinese subject groups

and the European-canadian group, signifícant differences

$/ere also noted between the Hong Kong chinese and chinese-

Canadian group on some measures. Such differences seemingly

confirmed what Parham and Helm(198I) suggested about

possible intragroup differences existing in other ethnic

minoritygroupsbesidestheBlack"Furthermore'the
differences highlight.ed the importance of noting that

various Asian ethnic groups are different and should not be

seen as one homogeneous group(sue and Morishima, L9B2).

since the significant effect of the subjects' ethnic

background on the preference of counseling approach has

already been discussed, the present focus would be on the

significant effect on the counselor rating form measure"
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The low ratings given by the two Chinese subject

groups(Hong Kong Chinese and Chinese-Canadian) provided

evidence that the Chinese subjects were less likely to view

the counselor in a positive light. than their Caucasian

counterparts. The Chinese subjects tended to perceive the

counselors aS being somewhat cold, unattractive' not as

sociabte, less credibl-e and less approachable"

General implications of these findings suggest that the

Chinese subjects' low regard for the counselor aS reflected

by their low perceived counselor credibilty scores Seems to

corroborate what Alexander et al.(1981) said in their paper:

"Clients from Eastern
expects an authoritarian'
of the theraPist

culture often
directive role

It

Given the kind of relatívely negatíve regard the

Chinese background subjects had for the counselor, one can

perhaps better understand the relative passivity and

nonassertiveness often exhibited by the Chinese counselee in

the counseling process. For instance, a Chinese counseleers

apparent reticence in the session could often be a sign of

politeness and fear toward the counselor, which hTas the

counselee's accepted and appropriate way of relating to

authority, rather than resistance in talking. To urge the

counselee to do otherwise would mean not only improprietY'

but also an aggressiveness or a hostility that could

conflict with his,/her cultural values.

The findings in this study also seems to support
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Leers(1982) advice in using caution when establishing an

initial- egalitarian therapeuLic/counseling relationship.

Chinese counselees often view the counselor-counsefee

interaction from a vertical hierarchal conceptualization

rather than adopting a democratic conceptualization as in

western culture"

The fact that the Hong Kong chinese subjects scored

lower than the chinese-canadian subjects on the counselor

rati-ng form suggested that the former group tended to be

more "Asian" in their perception and conceptualization of

the counseling process than the latter. They were viewing

the counselor more aS an authoritative figure who tried to

pry into theír personal lives(Alexander, K1ein, Workneh and

Mi1]er, tgBl ). Such a d j-f f erence is consistent with

Tanrs(1967) finding, that those Chinese students who had.

been in the United States longer tended to have counseling

expectancies similar to their American counterparts"

The lower cRF ratings indicated by the Hong Kong

Chinese subjects as compared to the Chinese-Canadian

subjects could also imply a possible acculturation effeet'

teung(I983) suggested that the rate of adaptation and

acculturation of the Chinese counselee was very important to

the counseling/therapeutic process. SimilarIy' this present

study implied that the counseleers place of birth and the

length of time he/she had spent in Canada might' have

effected the counselee's perception of the counselor's

credibility and the counseling process itself. With theír
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exposure to the Canadian society and culture, the Chinese-

canadian subjects may gradually be replacing and/ot

integrating some of their traditional Chinese concepts with

western ones. such findings strongly suggest the need to

use homoqeneous subject groups in doing cross-cultural

counseling research. Even within the chinese ethnic aroup

itself, quite a diversity of attitudes are present(Kitano

and Matsushima, 19Bt; Sue, 1983)" Therefore, it would be

both illogical and statistically incorrect to continue usingt

a mixed population of Asian subjects in cross-culturaI

researchr ês if they \Álere one homogeneous group'

The significant counselor ethnic background-counseling

approach interaction suggests a combination of European-

Canadian counselor employing nondirective counseling

approach resulted a hígher CRF score. This apparenLly was

rel-ated to the popular conception of what a

counselor/psychologist should be like. When people thought

of counselor and counseling process, they were more tikely

to conjure up in their mind an image of a Freudian look-

atike counselor praetísing psychodynamic counseling rather

than an Asian counselor practising behavioral counseling"

The followíng are some additional observations from

this study but not directly related to the exploratory

hypotheses:

Due to the heavy emphasis chinese culture puts on

"shame" and "face", it is already difficult for the Chinese

counselee to reveal personal matters to the counselor so as
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to prevent both himself and the famÍIy from losing "face".

However, the loss of "face" would be far greater should the

counselor be a caucasian" Losing "face" is already a

shameful experience. Losing "face" to someone outside of

the Chinese ethnic group makes it even more shameful" This

implies seeking psychological counselíng from a caucasian

counselor may increase the sense of helplessness felt by the

Chinese counselee(Leung, 1983)"

However such an implication $tas not supported by this

study's finding. Resu}t from the study actually indicated

that the ethnic background of the counselor had no influence

on the counseling variable cluster measure. This seemed

somewhat unexpected at first. But if such a fínding is put

under the perspective of doing crosS-cultural counseling

with Chinese college students, a better understanding of

the reason is possible" For these subjects, theír mastery

of the English language was at a comparable level with the

overall uníversity population" So even though they $lere

being Seen by a Caucasian counselor, the understanding of

the language h/as not a problem. Also, the faet that a great

majority of these Chinese subjects were from Hong Kong leads

to a second hypothesis. Hong Kong, being a British colony'

has been thought to creat a form of subtle inferiority

complex among the Chinese residing there. They tend to

think of and look up to the Caucasian(particularly the

British) as a more superior race than they

themselves(Clavell, 19Bl). Maybe this cultural inferiority
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complex is being projected onto the caucasian counselor, and

resuttedintheirperceivinghimasmorecredibleas
compared to the chinese-canadian counselor. This is very

similar to what Sue and Sue(1973) described as the Marginal

Man concept for the Asian-American" In this case, the Hong

KongChinesefindstheexperienceoflivingunderthe
British colonial rule so discriminatory that they end up

overidentify with the aggiressor' meaning the Caucasian in

this study. unfortunately no research has been conducted in

such an area so the above conjecture cannot be supported or

disproven by any empirical data t.o-date" Nonetheless, this

deserves further exploration. Meanwhí1e, it might be

helpful for counselor to bear in mind that matching up a

Chinesecounseleewithacounselorofthesameethnic
backgroundmaynotalwaysbetheidealcombinationforthe

above reasons" However, the above assumption may onry be

vatid when the counseree is being exposed to the western

modeofhighereducation.Itwouldbeverydifficultifnot
impossible to do cross-culturaI counseling with a chinese

counselee who had very little understanding of the English

Ianguage(BrownrsteinrHuang&Harris'L9731'Undersucha

circumstance, a counseror who had the ranguage skilI and the

familarj-ty of the counselee's cultural background would be

the only way to ensure a successful counsel-ing relationship"
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Limitations

The methodological design of the present study has

restricted its generalizabilit.y to the actual counseling

ínteraction for several reasons:

First, an audio-analogue study has disadvantages that

timit its external valídity. For instance, strong, Taylor,

Bratton and Loper(L97I)found that counselors who manifested

greater frequencies of movements during t.heir intervie!ú were

rated by subjects as higher in perceived attractiveness than

counselors who manifested low frequencies of movement"

LaCrosse(1975) found that an affiliative nonverbal manner

produced higher perception of attractivenes s and

persuasiveness than an unaffiliatíve manner" Since the

stimulus rltlas only an audio tape, the aforementioned

nonverbal cues generated by the counselor in an actual

counselíng session cannot be included.

second, the stimulus for the subjectsr rating on the

main dependent measure(CRF) was a made-believed dialogue

between one counselor and one counselee" Although the

experimenter tried to make the analogue realistic' the

moderate size of subjects expressing doubts as to the

reality of the tape (27.9s") requires cautions in

gene::alizing the result"

Thírd, due to the extreme difficulty in recruiting

Chinese-Canadian students to participate in the study' the

Chinese-Canad-ian grou.p had the smallest number of subjects"

The imbalance in the subject composition could have
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influenced the outcome of the study.

Fourth, all the subjects participated in the study were

college students and this should be the only target group to

address the findíngs of this study to.

The above factors in combination lead to the

recommendation that caution must be used in interpreting the

outcome of this study so that it will not be overgeneralized

to the populatíon at-Iarge"

Nonetheless, with the paucity in cross-cultural

research done in the area of psychological counseling' the

present study is actually a pioneering effort in iniating

further researches in the right dírection. This is the

first study employíng a statistically powerful subject

size (4I2 in total) and is able to examine many of the

relevant variables. Furthermore' in respondíng to

recommendations made by researchers like Biskin(1980)'

Gelso 169Tg), teary and Altmaier(1980) and specter(r981)'this

study employs the more statistically meaningful multivariate

analysis method rather than the commonly misused univariate

analysis method. Finally this is the first study that is

responsive to the calt for homogeneity in subjects'

ethnicity in conducting cross-cultural research. In order

to better account for differences that may exist within the

Chinese ethnic group' the process of acculturation is being

investigated as part of the research design. With the

financial support of the Manitoba Mental Health Associatíon,

the author had the rare luxury in using Chinese college
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students in Hong Kong as the base-Iine measure for the

testing of the acculturation process hypothesis. So all in

all, the present study has attempted and succeeded in

mapping some of the unknown yet fertile areas in cross-

cultural counseling research. HopefulIy t'he result attained

witl serve as an incentive for others to continue with even

more extensive and sophisticated investigations ín the game

area "
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REVTEW OF LITERATURE

Traditional Chinese Characteristics

To begin this discussion, one must cite the contj-nuing

effect of a traditional Chinese philosophy, which fox the

Chinese has been the essence of accumulated ancient wisdom

and whose teaching has been transmitted to the vast majority

of their people: Confucianism"

Confucius stressed that the fulfillment of social role

expectation is also the fulfill-ment of the potential of

human nature. In Buddhism, the ultimate objective was

rebirth in paradise, attained through meditation and

serenity. Taoism, aíming at the realization of the three

original principles of essence, vital force, and spirit'

emphasized cultivation of one's nature and development of

onef s vital force (nin, l-9751. In Chj-nese philosophy and

religion, the above three doctrines co-exj-st. When taken

together, they cbnstitute an unique theoretical and

practical principle ideaLizing harmony as the ultimate

social ideal"

Through two thousand years of historical developmenL of

Chinese philosophy, especially by Neo-Confucianists ín the

twelfth century, most of the doctrinal books \^Iere evaluated

as a spirit "seeking exhaustively to investigate the reasons

in all things". Such phílosophical tradítions have been

transmitted and v¡oven into the daily life and the

educational system of the Chinese" Looking at life as a

harmonious totality has been the main issue in the Chinese
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mind. This is being emphasized repeatedly in the Confucius

teaching. For instance, with belief in "Tao" (the \^7ay)r orlê

can get along with the world without conflict. Vüith an open

heart, one can reach "ta-t'ung" (one world philosophy) (Rin,

1975). The latter concept forms the Chinese sense of

"individual". They tend to look at groups rather than

single individuals as the independent personalities" To a

chinese the family unit is much more important than any one

of its members. Hungry relatíves are helped out of a sense

of family loyalty and obligation, rather than out of

sympathy with their hunger. The individual is sensitive to

the pursuit of harmony in his dealings with and in his

management of social intercourse. Human empathy ( jen-chin)

cannot be slighted even if it entails breaking a Iaw. The

individual always faces an inclusive outside world"

Attention is on inclusion rather than on exclusion in the

classification of Persons"

Based on such confucian phitosophy, an extended family

system is often observed (Tseng & Hsu, 1969r. Age, sex and

generatíona1 status are primary determínants of role

behavior. The confucian phílosophy behind the family system

usually calls for prescribed status which gives every man

and woman a definite ptace in society" If everyone knows

his place and acts in accordance with hís position, social

order is assured"

fn addition, Chinese children generally gror^r up in the

midst of adults, not only their parents but also members of
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the extended family; grandparents, uncles, auntsr coüsaos

and other members of the kinship group (Huang, l-976)"

Having been frequently exposed to the companionship of

adults, these chinese children are bound to be more

sensitive to what socially approved patterns of behavior

should be.

Filial piety or loyal devotion to parents is often a

primary commandment to all Chinese according to the

Confucian philosophy. Ancestors and elders are víewed with

great reverence and respect in most families" Consequently,

it is stríct1y tabooed to contradict and disobey oners

elders. Under normal circumstances' the young person is

asked to exert self-restraint at all cost" The line of

authority in the family remains indelible and clear-cut

throughout life" The father is the head of the household

and his authority is unquestioned (Shon & Ja, LgBZ)" Even

after a son is married, his primary duty is often to be a

good son and his obligation to be a good husband and father

comes second" In other words, a man's pr.imary allegiance is

to the farnily in which he is born (Hsu, L97I)"

The roles of family members are also rígídly defined'

usually allowing very little leeway for deviatíon" For

instance, the role of females is mostly that of subservience

to males and the performance of domestic duties (Chun-Hoon'

Ig73; Fujitomi & vüong, L973)" Women are expected to Ûtâ.fffr

to become obedient helpers of their mothers-in-law, and to

bear chitdren, especially mafe ones"
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The authoritarian character of the chinese family

undoubtedly has some influences on their child rearing

practices" By and large, chinese parents make demands and

expect their children to obey. The o1d-fashioned parents do

not normally feel obligated to consult their offspring

about matters that may affect their lives' Although

parental love is considered or expected to be universal'

Chineseparentsusuallystandsomewhatalooffromtheir
children test they lose respect from them (Hsu, 1955; Sung'

I971). Hence' parent-child relationships in the Chinese

familyareoftencharacterizedbyaformalrrespectful

expression of traditional role expectatiOns" Emotíonal

displays and the expression of personal grievances are

discouragedrifnotactivelysuppressedathome(Sue&Sue'
Ig73; Watanabe, l-973).

Frequently,conflíctswithintheChinesefamilyare

minímized by strong values stressing the norms of

approaching problems subtly, tactfutly' and indirectly'

ratherthanopenly,Tffamilymembershavefeelingswhich
mightdisruptfamilyharmonyrtheyareexpectedtorestrain

those feelings (wright, ]1964')" Such strong effort to avoid

offendingotherscanbereflectedbythecommonChinese

adage ,,Harmony in the famity is the basis of alt propriety""

It is this kind of strong emphasis put on the self control

ofpossiblydisruptiveemotionswhichhasledmany
westerners to describe the chinese as "inscrutable""

Aprincipaltechniqueusedtocontrolthebehaviorof
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family member is ínculcation of guilt and shame" Chinese

parents often emphasize their chj-ldren's obligation to the

family. A child who acts independently (that is, contrary

to the wishes of his parents) is portrayed as selfish,

inconsiderate and that he is not showing gratitude for all

his parents have done for him" ðonsequently, conformity has

become one of the key-words for the Chinese society (Chun:

Hoon, L975¡ Sue, D. & Kirk, L973¡ Sue & Sue, 1973¡ Toupin'

1980 ) "

such strict authority is also often found in the

Chinese family residing in North America. In studying the

child-rearing attitudes of various subcultures in North

America, Kríger and Kroes Q972) reported Chinese mothers

are stricter with their children than are comparable samples

of Jewish and Protestant American mothers" Sollenberger

(1968 ) also commented on t.he way Chinese children and

adolescents got along with each other" He noted among the

young, a lack of aggressive behavior such as bickeri*g'

quarreling ¡ ot fight.ing" The interview data showed that

Chinese parents were much stricter about controlling their

children's aggression than American parents were. Chinese

parents appeared to want their children to conform to the

traditional way of gentlenessr willingness to acquiesce, and

good manners. They díd not seem to want them to follow the

foreign way of aggressiveness and competitive behavior" The

respect and obedience that Chinese children give authority

figures vlere evident in other situations too" In studying
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the behavior of chinese and caucasian children at a public

school,Liu(1950)reportedalltheschoo]teachersremarked
that Chinese children were better behaved, more obedient,

and more resPonsible'

Inadditiontotheauthoritarianfamilystructure,the

welfare and integrity of the family is also of great

importance (Sue & Sue, Lg72)" The behavior of the

individualisgenerallyexpectedtoreflectcreditonthe
entire family. Therefore, for the chinese the concept of

success often ranks right next to famiry solidarity. often'

success is expressed in terms of academic achj-evement" The

traditíonalChinesebeliefthat''Ifonefailsinone's

academic endeavor, he will become the society's pest" shows

how much weight is put on such an area. such strong emphasis

putoneducationiswelldocumentedbySollenbetger(1968).

Inhisstudyhefoundthatl00åoftheChinesemothershe

interviewed thought that doing well in school was fairly

important or very important' Further' only IZ of the

chinese mothers expected their children to finish high

schoolonty;whereasgggoofthemexpectedtheirehildrento
gotocollegeandpossiblygraduateorprofessionalschool.

Itisapparentthattheparents\^¡erewiltingtomakegreat
sacrifices to further their children's education' A similar

trend was also reflected j-n the coleman survey (1966)' It

found ,,the oriental Americans showed by far the highest

aspirations toward college of any group in the entire

samp}e,64%reportingwantingtofiníshcollegeorgo
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beyond". They \i7ere f urther reported to plan to have a

professional occupation above the overall average of all

groups.

Most chinese parents consider academic achievement as

one of the most important symbols of success as wel-l as

channels for upward social mobility (Huang, I976)" Until

onlyrecently,therehadageneralbeliefembracedbythe

Chinese family in America as well as in Hong Kong that one

shouldnotdatewhílestillinschoolinorderto

concentrateone,seffortoneducation"Thepressurefor

academic achievement is still strong among chinese youths.

Insummary'traditionalChinesevaluestendto

emphasize restraint and inhibition of feelings, obedience to

authority, obligation to family, high academic achievement

and the use of shame and guilt to control behavior' These

cultural values have undoubtedly created a certain impact on

the personalitY of the Chinese'

Chinese Personality

StudiesshowedthatChinesepossessamorepractical

and applied approach to life and problems than their

caucasian counterparts (sue, 1975 ) " Ideas \^7ere evaluated

more on the basis of their immediate practicat application"

In additiOn, concrete, well-structured and predictable

situations were preferred over ambiguous ones" For

example, it has been known that few Chinese counselee seek

professional help without asking for concrete assistance"
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simil_ar]y, they do not feel that they have been helped if

the counselor gives them only emotional support and does not

give them concrete services, such as financial assistance or

hetp in finding jobs (Chen, 1970)"

The chinese also appear to be less autonomous, more

dependent, conforming and obedient to authority than

Caucasians (Sue & Sue, L972)" Other investigators described

them aS inhibited, less ready to express impulses' law

abiding and more reserved (Fenz ç Arkoff, 1962)" The

cultural emphasis on restraint of strong feelings'

unquestioning obedience to famity authority and submergence

of individuality for the welfare of the famíly is certainly

consistent with these traits. As to their socioemotional

adjustments, the Chinese tended to withdraw from social

contacts and responsibilitíes" They seemed to be less

extroverted and to experience more psychological stress than

their Caucasían counterparts. They tended to exhibit

attitudes and behaviors that characterized socially

alienated individuals (sue D" & Kirk, L972, L973\, and

expressed feelings of isolation, anxietyr sêlf-blame and

guilt (Fenz & Arkoff, 1966). A good example in

demonstrating such characteristics would be the locality

organizations called "T'ungl Hsíang Hui" (Same ViIlage

Association) that are invariably found in every Chinatown ín

North America. T'ung Hsiang Hui, is an age-old Chinese

organization away from home. The reader will gain a better

idea of the Chinese's feeling of alienation if he will try
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to visualize these in terms of an organization of Chicago

traders in New York called the Chícago T'ung Hsiang Hui'

Perhaps corrobarative evidence to the aforementioned

chinese personality characteristics is in preference of

their vocational interests" Many educators frequently

commented on the number of chinese students who tended to

enter physical sciences and to avoid vocations calling for

forceful self-expression, such as lawyerr sâfesman and

journalist" In extensive studies conducted at the

university of california, Berke1"y, sue and Kirk (L972,

1973)¡ and sue and Frank (1980) investigated the vocational

interests of the entire entering freshmen class' All

students r¡rere asked to participate in a testing program

which included the strong vocational Interest Blank. As a

group, significantly more Chinese students showed interest

in physical science (mathematics, engineeríng, physics and

chemistry), skilled technical trades (farmíng' carpentry'

forest.ry) and business detail professions (accounting'

purchasing, banking ) i and verbal tinguistic fields

(advertising, law, journalism)"

A number of factors could be effecting the career

behavior of the chinese students. Although one cannot

directly infer causal relationship, the cultural, historical

and psychological attributes of the chinese seem 1o9ica11y

consistent with their movement into certain occupations'

physical sciences, skilled-technical trades and business

detail fields represent more concrete, Structured,
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impersonal and practical occupations than the other general

occupation groupings. A possible explanation of these

differences can be found in the traditional Chinese concept

of family structure, in which each member knows precisely

what is expected of him and what his role is in the family"

such a deep-rooted traditíon is seemingly reflected by their

preference for concrete, well-structured and predictable

situations over more ambiguous ones in their career choices"

From a historical perspective, early Chinese immigrants

might have strongly emphasized the necessity of being

practical in order to survive in a strange and frequently

hostile environment. concrete skilIs were stressed to

insure economical and social mobility (Sue, 1975)'

An additional consideration may be a psychological one"

Their choices of career could be due to the actual or

perceíved restriction of vocation choices that these Chinese

students felt" Although some of them might be American born

and English could be their first language rather than

Chinese, their verbal performance was still significantly

lower than t,hat of their caucasian counterpart (sue D' &

Kirk, :-g73)" The majority of the chinese students were

bilingual, and studies had shown that English usage was

noticeably affected by this factor even though some of them

\Àrere unable to speak their natíve tongue (smith, L957; Smith

& Kasdon, 1961). Also, it is often a cultural custom in

chinese families to restrict and hinder verbal

communication. Clearly defined roles of dominance and
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deference minimize argumentation and debate (Watanabet

1973). Hence it would be only natural for students to

choose professions that would minímize contact with people

and requíre less verbal skills with a maximal emphasis on

other forms of communication, such as mathematical

notations" Social sciences, sales (business contact)r and

the verbal-linguistic occupations all tended to stress

persuasive verbal skitl and a high emphasis on social

interaction, which the chinese usually prefer to avoid"

Definition of Counselínq

counselingr âs conceptualized by strong (1968)' is a

social infl-uence process. In such a process, the counselee

would acquire a certaín level of pertinent and/or behavior

change" How much of such changes would take place depend

mainly on the amount of credíbility the counselor could

impress on the counselee in the counseling process.

Generalty, credibility is expressed in terms of the

following three variables"

1 Counselor Expertness:

Hoveland, Janis and KellY (1953)

"the extent to which a communicator

source of valid assertion". (p"21)

defined expertness as

is perceived to be a

2" Counselor Trustworthiness :

Hoveland et al. (f953) defined trustworthiness as "the

degree of confidence in the communicatorrs interest to

communicate assertions he considers most valíd"" (p"21)
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3 Counselor Attractiveness

Strong (1968) defined counselor's attractiveness as

whether he or she is beíng perceived as similar to,

compatible with, and is liked by the counselee.

Numerous studies supporting the above conceptualization

of the counseling process have been reported" For example'

Atkinson and Carskaddon (1975) reported counselees r^7ere more

like1y to rate the counselor as someone they would see for

counseling if they were given the high prestige introduction

than íf they received the low prestige introduction"

Heppner and Pew ,1977) reported that diplomas and awards

significantly influenced the subjects's initial perception

of the counselor's expertness. Barak and LaCrosse (f975)

confirmed the existence of counselor expertness, counselor

trustworthiness and counselor attractiveness dimensions in

two of the three counseling approaches used in their study.

Strong and Dixon (1971) found that counselor expertness

masked the effect of counselor attractiveness in their

study. In a more recent review by corrigân, DelI, Lewis and

Schimidt (1980) the roles played by the counselor's

expertness, trustworthiness and attractiveness as perceived

by the counselee \,\lere recognized as the three most i-mportant

components in the counseling process.

The Effect of Race on the Counseling Process

Professional l-iterature has lateIy paid increased

attentj-on to the problems facing Caucasian counselor who
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have to counsel Black and other minority group members. It

has become increasing clear that there is dissonance in

counselee-counselor interaction when the counselor is a

member of the minority ethnic groups and the counselor is

Caucasian (Bryson & Bardo, L979¡ PadillarRuiz & Alvarez'

Ig75; phiIlips, 1960; Sladen, Ig82)" In the proliferation

of literature concerning the effect of race on the

counseling process, obvious trends appear in the writingt

and they may be classified into three distinct groupss

analysis of the counselee, analysis of the Counselor and

discussion of the counseling process'

Counselee Anal-Ysis

The early 50's was the period that smith (L967)

described as the time of the acquiescent Negro. Many of the

articles were written by white psychiatrists who were

trying to exptain why they were ineffective with their Negro

counselees" Some of the authors were: Adams (1950), Brown

(1950), Frank (:-g47), Heine (1950), Kennedy (1952) and St"

Claír (I951). Several symptoms were identified by these

authors:Blackcounseleesdemonstratefarmore
submíssiveness, suspiciousness and initial fear than do

caucasian counsel-ees when interviewed by caucasian

psychiatrists (¡'rank, L947 ¡ St. Clair, 1951). Highly

educated Blacks and those reared in highly prejudíciat areas

behave in a manner compatible wíth the traditional

expectations of the majorit.y group by being passive, po]íte¡
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and essentially noncommunicative when in the presence of

Caucasian counselor (Heine, 1950).

The majority of the written articles during this period

!\rere classif ied as position papers or commentaries; f ew

research studies investigating the race variable I^7ere

available. The investigation by St. Clair (1951) was one of

the few. The purpose of st' crair's study r¡/as to focus on

details observed duríng individual clínical contacts wíth

psychotic Negro servicemen" Interviews were conducted over

a three-year period, and most of the observations were with

adult males, the majority of them were from the lower

socioeconomic levels. Included among the clinical

characteristics he had observed were the fol-Iowing: a)

,difficulty in establishing rapport and developing a

therapeutic relationship, b) race consciousness, c) prestige

factors, d) the tendency to act outr and e) problems of

sexuality and hostilitY.

In a later study by Phillips (1960)' the question of

whether caucasian counselors coul-d attain positive results

in eounseling Negro students was studied. The Negro and

caucasian counselors in this ínvestigation were candidates

for doctoral degree in counseling" Each counselor had three

years of counseling experience and two years of teaching

experience. The participants in the study were L2 niddle-

class Negro students who had been referred repeatedly for

counseling because of antisoeial behavior: tardinesst

uncooperative attitudes and failures to use their assets or
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abilities.
Each counselor conducted weekly nondírective interviews

with each of the six students assigned to him for one

semester, The findings of the study suggested that there

was very 1ittle observable change in the behavior or

att,itudes of the students who worked with a caucasian

counselor. It was theorized that Caucasi-an counselors \^¡ere

easily manipulated and controlled by the students' deceptive

techniques. conversely, the results indicated that there

\lrere signifícant at.titudinal and behavioral changes in those

students assigned to Negro counselors'

Although some of the conclusions of both st'. clair and

Phillip appear plausible, there is not enough data to

substantiate them. The investigators faited to define

adequatety what they \^7ere tooking fot, to control f or

experímenter bias ¡ ârid to exptain how they arrived at

conclusions. Therefore, the results did not justify many of

the findings that the investigators claimed'

one of the most pervasive and popular themes that

emerged during the 60's and, to some degree, continue today

was the Black self-hate construct suggested by vontress

(1966). He stated that "the most significant component of

the Negro personality is his self-hatred for being a member

of a downtrodden group". (p"2f0) In attempt.ing to

substantiate his position, vontress stated that

discrimination based on skin color existed among Negroes

themselves" He contended that the Black bourgeoísie, a
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group of light-skinned Negroes, were most interested in

pleasing and associating with caucasians. If this is true

then it follows that Blacks feel some hate for their color

and seek to identify with the "preferred" Caucasian

population.

Such an indentífication with the host white society is

not limited to just the Black counselees. In factt whenever

an ethnic mínority becomes increasingly exposed to the

values and standard of the dominant host culture, there is

progressíve inculcation of those norms. This has been found

for both the Chinese (Abbott, L970i Fong, l-965i Fong &

peskin, Ig69; Meade, 1970) and Japanese (Arkoff' 1959;

Kitano, Ig62; Matsumoto, Meredith & Masuda' 1970). Ho\n7ever'

assimilation and acculturation are not always smooth

transitions without their pitfalls. The individual may

develop a kínd of racial self-hatred that leads to lowered

self-esteem and intense conflicts as cíted by sue and sue

(Ig72) in their clinical works with chinese-American

counselees "

Counselor Anal sas

Aside from the perceived counselor credibility issue

(strongt :-96B), counselor's Own attitudes toward the

counselee may also affect the Counseling process and its

outcome significantly" strupp ( 1960 ) suggested six

counselor attj-tudinal eomponents t,hat i-nteract to influence

counseling process. He postulated that the counselee's
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station in 1ife, socioeconomic statusr intell-ect' sex' age

and color may evoke attitudes in the counselor that are

conditioned by the culture of which counselee and counselor

\^¡ere a part. He also stated that cultural- values may partly

determine the meaning and the clinical significance the

counselor would attach to attitudes and behaviors of the

counsefees. Such claims were backed up by a recent study by

Li-Repace (1980)" In the study, five Caucasian and five

Chinese-American counselors were compared in regard to their

conceptions of normality, their empathic ability' and their

perceptions of the Same Chinese and Caucasian counselees

seen on a video-taped interview. Results indicated the

Chinese counselees were rated higher on a

"DepreS sion/lnhibition" cluster and lower on a I'Social

Poise,/Interpersonal Capacity" by Caucasian counselors than

Chinese-American counselors. Chinese-American counselorS

judged the Caucasian counselees' to be more severely

disturbed than did the Caucasian counselors. Dífferences

\^rere interpreted as reflections of the counselors' biases as

well as their own \^/orld view.

In a recent study by McKee and Smouse (1983)' the

researchers found individuals requesting services from a

university counseling center rated high status counselors

(licensed counseling psychologists) higher than 1ow status

counselors (counseling trainees) on both the expertness and

trustworthíness dimensíons of the CRF. Such a finding is

consistent with Strong's (1968) social influence theory on
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the counselíng Process.

In another review by Stíeper and Wiener (1965)' they

noted that social class influenced both the counselee's

behavior in counseling and the counselorrs diagnostic

procedures" stíeper and wiener further suggested that

counselors generally liked people who rrirere most simíIar to

them, judged the counseling process to be successful mainly

in terms of the degree to which the counselees became more

like them, and frequently projected responsibilities for

failure onto the counselor.

Arbuckle (1969) hypothesized that the social class

distance between the counselor and counselee frequently

separated the former from the latter. Consequently, the

counselor was alienated, not the counselee. He suggested

the counselor's attempt to impose middle-class values on

counselees r^7as one of the biggest blocks ín interracial

counseling because it completely neglected the value system

of the counsel-ee.

other social scientists (gatleck, L97I¡ Tedeschi &

O,Donovan, LgTI) believe that psychology and

psychotherapy/counseling may be viewed as encompassing the

use of social power and that therapy/counseling is a

"handmaiden of the status quo". The counselor may be seen

as an agent of society transmitting and functioning under

I¡lestern values" An outspoken critic, Szasz (Ig7O), believes

the psychiatrists are like slave masters using therapy as a

powerful ploy against people whose ídeas, beliefs and
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behaviors differ from the dominant society. Several

cultural characteristics of counseling may be responsible

for these negatíve beliefs"

First, counselors who believe that having counselees

obtain insíght into their personality dynamic and who value

verbal, emotional , and behavioral expressiveness as goals

in counselíng are transmitting their own cultural values"

This generic characteristic of counseling is not only

antagonístic to lower-class values, bUt alSO tO different

cultural- ones. For example, statements by some mental

health professionals that Asian Americans are the most

repressed of all counselees indicate that they expect theír

counselees to exhibit openness' psychological mindedness and

assertiveness" Such a statement may indicate a failure on

the part, of the counselors to understand the background and

cultural upbríngíng of many Asían-American counselees'

Traditionat Chinese and Japanese culture may value restraint

of strong feelings and subtleness in approaching problems"

Intimate revelations of personal or social problems may not

be acceptable, since such difficulties reflect not only the

individual, but also the whole family. Thus the family may

exert strong pressures on the Asian-American counselee not

to reveaf personal matters to "strangersrr or "outsiders"

(Shon & Ja, 1982)" Similar conflicts have been reported for

chicanos (cross c Maldonado, I97L) and American Indian

counselees (Trimble, Lg76)" A counselor who works with a

counselee from a minority background may erroneously
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conclude that the person is repressed, inhibitedr shy, or

passíve. All these terms are seen as undesirable by Western

standards "

Second, many counselors believe it is highly desirable

for the counselee to self-disclose ín counseling. Vontress

(I976) feels that people of African descent are especially

rel-uctant to disclose to Caucasian counselor because of the

hardship they have experienced via racism. Few Blacks

initially perceive a white counselor as a person of goodwill

but rather as an agent of society who may use the

information against them. From the Black perspective'

uncritical self-disclosure to others is not healthy.

Similar reluctance in disclosing the source of their problem

and their feeli-ng also hold true for the Chinese counselees.

Some Caucasian counselors mistakenly took the reluctance as

a sign of the Chinese counseleers failure to be in touch of

his/her feeling. In actuality the Chinese counselee may be

well in touch with his/her feeling" However, due to the

traditional upbringing, any immediate expressing of feelings

does not bríng gratification and may in fact reflect

negatively on the individual and his,/her f amily (Toupin'

1980 ).

Jerome Sattler (1970) reviewed studies concerned with

effects of the experimenter's race on experimentationt

testing, interviewing, and psychotherapy. He concluded that

there was a scarcity of research regarding the racial

variabl-e in counseling. In his review, he ídentified only
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two studies that he considered relevant to the issues of

counselor-counselee j-nteraction: Banks, Berenson, Carkhuff

(I967). Sattler concluded that Negro counselees preferred

Negro counselors and that more positive relationshíps result

when counselees and counselors are of the same race. His

results v¡ere based on a post-counseling Survey of counselee

preferences.

The results of the study by Banks, €t a1. (1967)

suggested that counselor race and the type of counselor

orientation (process versus trait and factor orientation)

were more important than the Ievel of counselor experience.

The researchers employed a counter-balanced design in which

an inexperienced Negro and three caucasian counselors of

varying degrees of experience saw eight Negro counselees and

were assessed on the dimensions of counselor empathy'

posítive regard, genuineness' concreteness, and counselee's

depth of self-exploration by tape-ratings and inventories

filled out by the counselees. The Negro counselor and the

two inexperienced caucasian counselors, all trained to

attend to the conditions of the counseting relatíonship'

functioned significantly better than the experienced

caucasian Ph.D. trained in a traditional trait-and-factor

orientation. All of the Negro counselees indicated that

they would return to see the Negro counselor, and none

indicated that they would return to see the experienced

caucasian Ph"D". on all of the rank-orderings by the

counselees, the experienced Caucasian Ph"D" was ranked last.
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The above findings suggested Lhat counselor experience

may be independent of counselor effectiveness with Negro

counselees. The authors contended that race and type of

orientation and training appear to be the more relevant

variables. Perhaps the most important finding was that'

when Negro counselee was required to assess the counselor by

fitling out inventories, differences were less pronounced

than t.hose found in objective tape ratings. These results

suggested that the counselees, when asked to evaluate the

caucasian counselors dírectly, tended to provide those

ratings t,hat were socially acceptable' One particular

weakness of this experiment was that it did not permit the

experimenter to determine the effectiveness of Negro

counselors wít,h caucasian counselees" Another weakness is

thedisproportionatenumberofCaucasiancounselors.
In a similar study, Cãrkhuff and Pierce (L967)

concluded from their findings that both race and class

variables have an effect on counselee's depth Of self-

exploration. The findings of this study suggested that in a

first session, counserees wourd not explore their problems

at a very deep level with a counselor from a different race"

They concluded that, generally, the counselees most similar

to the race and social class of the counsel0r involved

tended to explore their problems most; counselees most

dissimilar in terms of race and social class on the

counselee in relation to the depth of self-exploration" In

the recorded interviews, the counselees \^/ere encouraged to
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discuss whatever was important to them at that moment of

time. Afterward, six four-minute excerpts were randomly

selected from each of the sixty-four recorded clinical-

interviews and rated on the "Depth of self-Exploration in

the Interpersonal Process" scale by tv/o experienced raters.

The ratings ranged from level one to level fiVe, the lowest

and the highest respectively. At level onerthe counselee

did not discuss personally relevant material either because

there \^las no opportunity to do so or because he or she r^/as

actively evading discussion even when it \^tas introduced by

the counselor. At level five the counselee actively and

spontaneouslyengagedinaninwardprobingtodiscover
feelingsorexperiencesaboutselfandtheworld.

The researchers concluded that race and social class of

both the counselor and counselee appeared to effect

significantly the depth of the counselee's self-exploration

in init,ial clinicat interviews. Two of the main limitations

of this study \/lrere that a1t of the counselees \,t/ere

southerners and all were females"

Counseling Process

Several theorists (Banks, L972; Calia, 1966; Gunnings'

LITL) have postulated that the counseling process itself is

the primary reason that counseling basically is ineffective

with Black counselees. These theorists believed that the

counselor's tendency to presume personal disorganization

rather than societal or ínstitutíonal dysfunction is
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partícularly detrímental to the welfare of Black counselees"

within the western framework, counseling is a white

middle-class activity that holds many values and

characteristics different from those of minority group

members. Schofield 1964) has noted that therapísts tend to

prefer counselees exhibiting the YAVIS syndrome: young'

attractive, verbal, intelligent and successful. This

preference tends to discriminate against people from

different minority groups or those from lower-socioeconomic

classes. Likewise, Sue and Sue il972) have identified three

major characterístics of counseling that may act as a Source

of conflict for minoriLY groups"

First, counselors often expect their counselee to

exhibit some degree of opennessr psychological mindedness,

or sophistication. Most theories of counseling place a high

premium on verbal, emotional, and behavíoral expreSsiveness

and the obtaining of insight. These are either the end

goals of counseling or are the medium by which "cures" are

effected. Second, counseling is traditionally a one-to-one

activJ-ty that encourages counselees to talk about or

discuss the most intimate aspects of their lives"

Individuals who fail or resist doing this may be seen as

resistant, defensive, ot superficial. Third, the counseling

situation is often ambiguous. The counselee is encouraged

to dj-scuss problemS, whíle the counselor listens and

responds" Relatively speakíngr the counseling situation is

unstructured and forces the counselee to be the primary
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active participant. Patterns of communication are generally

from counselee to counselor'

Calia (I966) questioned the appropriateness of

tradítional- techniques for culturally different counselees"

He stated that "counselors who are inexperienced in the ways

of the poor are likely to be perplexed and ineffectual in

theír initiaL encounters with these strange and formidable

counselees". He questioned the currently held views

regarding sedentary talk as a medium for counselee-counselor

orinteractionrunconditional-posítiveregardasan
essential therapeutic element, the goal of counseling as the

facilitation of self-exploration, and self-referral as a

necessary prerequisite for effectíve counseling. He

suggested a much more directive (action-oriented and

externally focused) approach to the difficultíes of

culturally different counselees and he also recommended a

new conceptua :-ízation of the role and functions of

counselors.

other researchers have indicated similar doubts

concerning the applicabitity of the traditional nondirective

(ínsíght-oriented) counseling approaches for the ethnic

minority group counselees (Brown et â1., 1973; Schauble et

ãL., IgTg; Smith, Burlew, Mosley and whitney, I97B¡ Toupin'

1980).Theypointedoutthattraditionalpsychological
theories do not adequately take into account the unique

characteristics of the ethnic minority experience or the

importance of the histor lcal/cultural aspect of their
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behavior. Therefore, traditional psychological theories

applied to counseling have little or no utility in dealing

with mental health problems of the ethnic minorities" For

instance, one of the popular adherents of client-centered

counseling is the convictíon that "intrapersonal exploration

is a sufficient antecedent condition for constructive

personality change in counseling" (Truax, 1961). Yet,

findings have proved such a postulate runs contrary to the

style of the ethnic minoríty group members" Riessman (I964)

suggested the ethnic minority group members' especially

those classified as "Iow income level"r ârê generally less

introspective, less íntroversive, and less concerned with

self. They responded more to the external, to the outside'

and to action. Instead of talking about their unemployment

problem, they would look for concrete help such as ways to

seek jobs, nevr vocational trainíng. They would prefer

seeing some actions taken to solve their problem rather than

talking about it in abstract \^/ay. As a result, a number of

researchers have even suggested that such traditional

insíght-oriented approach may actually be counter-productive

for ethnic mínority counselees (calia, 1966; Brown et 41.,

Lg73; Wiltiam & Kirkandr l97l)'

From the above discussion' one may conclude that

although counselor race as a single factor may not be

sufficient for predicting counseling effectiveness, it is

definitely an important factor that must be considered

nonetheless.
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Ot,her Relevant Factors

The other important factors that may also affect the

counseting process are numerous, therefore only the

fotlowing ones which are more related to the present study

are being reviewed.

Concept of Mental Health

For some of the ethnic minority group members, their

concept of mental health could be quite different from the

Caucasian. An example witl be the Asians strongly believe

that mental health can be enhanced by the avoidance of

morbid thoughts (Arkoff, Thaver c Elkind, L966¡ Sue, et a1"'

Lg76)"Hencetheyarebroughtuptobelieveoneshouldnot
dwell on morbid or sensítive thoughts lest they would become

disturbed" This belief is consistent with their notion of

self-controt (Sue, S., :--977lo)-

Probably as a consequence of their reluctance to dwell

on disturbing thoughts, the Chinese tend to associate their

emotional problems with organic or somatic factors' The

expression of physical symptoms is more culturally

acceptable than the expression of emotional difficulties

(Alexander, Klein , workneh and Mitler, 1981; Leung, I976,

1983; Reed, 1980; Sue & Sue, L972, I974i Tsen$r L975; Wong'

1978 ) .

cheung (1980) recently also pointed out that for the

Asian-Americans, mental health is not just psyehological

well-being, but the well-being of the whole person" Asians
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do not perceive mental heatth needs aS being separate from

many other aspects of Iífe such as employment, language

ski1]s, education, and housing" Therefore, Cheung suggested

any program developed for the psychological treatment of

Asian-Americans must take into account Asians' holistic

notion of mental health needs.

Sex of the Counselor

Sex or gender of the counselor has been considered to

be an influencing factor with regard to the counseling

process and perceived credibility (Hi11' L975; Tanney 6.

Birk, ]1.g76). Literature from social psychology suggested

that both men and women tended to devalue the performance of

prof essional \^lomen (Goldberg, 1968; Lewin & Duncan, I97L\"

However, littIe empirical evidence evaluating the effect of

the counselor's gender within the counselíng framework has

been reported. Among those are available, the following

results are indicated.
parloff, waskow and wolfe (1978) found that sex

characteristics were insignifícant in five of seven studies

(Gear & Hurst, Lg76i Gratham, L973; Pardes, Papernik &

Vüinston, :-974¡ Scher, I975; Sul1ivan, Mil1er & Smelser'

1958) they reviewed. However' some studies did report

dífferences in outcome related to the sex of the counsel0rs.

One of these (Mínz, Orbrien & Luborsky' 1976) found higher

hospítalization rates for counselees treated in a community

mental health center by female as compared to male
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counselors. The sex of the counselors, however' \^Ias

confounded with profession and counselee sex since there

r^¡ere more female social workers and more female counselees

seen by the female social workers. In One other study

(Hi11, Ig75), counselees of female counselors reported

signifícantly more satisfaction after the second interview,

but this can be considered as an interim "outcome measurert'

DeIl and Schmidt O976) reported that male counselors were

slightly more potent in the counseling process than female

counselors, as measured by a semantic differential scale"

other researchers also failed to find any difference

between male and female counselors in their empathic

judgment toward counselees of both sexes (Breisingett L976;

petro & Hansen , Lg77'). Heppner and Pew (1977 ) f ound that

the sex of the counselor had no influence on the perceived

counselor exPertness.

In a most recent study, Lee, Hâllaberg' and Jones

(I980) evaluated counselees' preference for counselor gender

and perceived credibility of counselor in relation to the

type of counselee concern. Four video-taped j-nterview

scripts, in whích a male and female portrayed counselors

interacting with a counselee in two interview scripts each

(vocational concernr child-rearing concern), were shown to

262 secondary school students who assessed counselor

credibí1ity" No significant difference in the perceived

credibility of the counselor was found, rega-rd-less of gender

or of t,he two counselee concerns presented"
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A few studies on Black, chicano and Puerto Rican's

preference for counselor are available. Boulware & Holmes

(1970), Mezzano ([gT:-) found that high school and uníversity

males and femal-es preferred a male counselor. More

recently, a study by Littrell & Littrell (1982) comparing

American Indian and Caucasian studentsr preference for

counselor showed that the studentst preference for

counsel-ors varied with the counselors' sex and dressr the

type of concernr and the race of the students"

From the studies reviewed, LL appears that it is quite

difficult for, one to draw any conclusive statement on the

effect of the counsefor's gender or the perceived

credibilit.y by the counselee on the counseling process.

However, Lee et al. (1980) suggested the available data did

reveal a clear pattern of different,ial preference for

counselor gender in relation to the problem or the concern

of the counselee" Both the male and female subjects seemed

t,o prefer the male counsel-or for the vocational concern, but

preferred the female counselor for the counselee concern of

chi Id rearing" For concerns such as phys ical

attractiveness, the counsefees preferred female counselors

to male counselors" Yet, for some other kinds of concerns

(such aS course selection and career choice), the majority

of the counselees indicated no preference for counselor

gender, thus gender Seems to make a difference depending on

the nature of the problem" It does not, however' seem to

affect the perceived credibility of the counselor"
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Drawbacks of the Studies Cited

one unfortunate aspect of most of the st'udies reviewed

r¡Jas that they only compared black and white counselors'

effectiveness when working with brack counselees, and most

of them have been carríed out on a smal1 scale (ACosta &

Sheehan, L976)-

As pointed out by Hraba $g7gl ' the evolutions of Asian

and Brack Amerícans experiences are similar up to only a

point, then they diverge' Both are racial minorities in the

United States, and have been objects of racial

discrimination and color prejudice. However, this ís where

the similarities end' The Asían group evolved into

middleman minorities, circumventing racial barriers and

buitdingsubeconomicsoftheiro!\Tn.Blacksdidnotdothis'
theyremainedemployedinsteadindomesticserviceand

agrarianwagelabor"Asian-Americansconvergedshortly
afterWorldWarlÏwíththetrendtowardapostindustrial

society,whileblacksonlyrecentlyhavemadesignificant
st.eps toward improving their inclusion into modern society"

Theabovedivergenceleavesthegenetalízabilit,yofthe

findings to other racial and ethnic counselor-counselee

combination,suchasChinesecounseleewíthCaucasian
counselor, open for question"

A1so, some of t,he research tended to íntermix the term

,,ethníc minority group" with "lo\nl socioeconomic group"

(Calia, :_g66; Riessman, L964¡ Sattler' L970)" Such a

generalization has been proven to be invalid for ethnic
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minority groups such as Chinese and Japanese (Sue' et a1.,

:375). Therefore, the need to investigate the relationship

between the counseling approach and counseling effectiveness

is particularty evident for the Chinese, an ethnic minor:ity

group for whom counselíng need \47as earlier underestimated

(Sue & Kirk, Ig72; Sue & McKinnêY, L975; Watanable, 1973).

Despit,e the strong need for research, there have been

only a few studies which have employed Chinese subjects.

Unfortunately, most of them usually míxed Chinese with other

Asian ethnic groups for the ease of data col-lection or

simply for the lack of understanding of the Asian ethnic

groups (Atkinson et aI., L97B; Sue, D. & Frank, L973' 1980;

Sue, D. & Kirk, L973¡ Sue, Sue & Sue, I975, Tan, 1967¡

Vüebster & Fretz, L97B¡ Yamamoto, James & Patley' 1968)" The

most common combination is Chinese and Japanese subjects,

for these two groups are the most available Asian ethnic

groups ín North America (Toupin, 1980)" While treating of

Chinese and Japanese as one group may simptify the analysis'

it causes overgeneralization" Although Japanese do share

many similarities with their Chinese counterparts, there are

also major differences. In a study comparing the verbal

performance, vocational interests, and personality

characteristics between Chinese and Japanese students, Sue

and Kirk (1973) found more differences between the Chinese

sample and the control group. On all three measures

administered (School and College Ability Test' Strong

Vocational Interest Blank, and the Omnibus Personality
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Inventory)r the Japanese sample consistently fell between

the Chinese and the cont.rol group"

From the above findings' one can see that in order for

counselors to be more effective with different' racial or

ethnic grotlps, much more systematic research has to be

carried out in regard to the specific group in question'

Some Possible Implications in Counselinq Chinese Counselees

counsel-ors who adhere to the traditional ins ight-

oriented approach emphasize their counselees gaining

insight, and value verbal, emotional and behavioral

expressiveness as main goals in counseling. However, such

generic characteristics of counseling could be antagonistíc

to many Chinese cultural values" As mentioned earlier'

traditíonal chinese culture values restraint of strong

feelings and subtleness in approaching problems, especially

when the problem is related to someone with authority such

as parents" The Chinese counselee more than likely would

have difficulty in expressing any negative feeling towards

the parental figure during the counseling process (Lee'

Ig82). Although the problem has nothing to do with an

authority figure, similar reluctance witl stitl be in

evidence" Intimate revelations of personal or social

problems may not be acceptable because such difficultíes

reflect not only on the índividual but also on the family"

Thus, the family may exert strong pressures on the Ch'inese

counselee not to reveal personal matters to f'strangers" or
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,,outsiders,, so as to prevent the family from l0sing "face"

(Sato,IgTg).Thelossoffaceisevenmoreseriousifthe

counselor is caucasian because seeking help from a caucasian

counselor increases the sense of helpressness felt by the

chinese counselee (Sue, D" 1973b). This substantiates the

claimthatracialsimilarityisahighlysignificantfactor
indet'erminínghowmuchcredibitityChinese-American
counsefees assign the counselor (Atkinson, et al., 1978)"

Atthesametime,theambiguityandlackofstructure

that. accompanies the traditional insight-orient'ed counselinqt

approach may add extreme discomfort to the Chinese

counselee. Being raised in a home environment that

consisted of structured social relationships and patterns of

interaction, they tended to perceive the counseling process

as somewhat unknown and mystifying. Therefore, anxiety and

confusionmayresultfromanunstructuredcounseling
situation (Sue, D. I Lg77l. Lorion (:-974) also suggested

that the expectation of the lower class and ethnic minority

counselees were dífferent from those of the counsel0rs'

These counselees \dere concerned more with "survival" and

making it through on a day-to-day basis. In another words'

theyexpectedimmediate,concretesuggestionsandadvice"
Neither would the chinese counselee feel comfortable if

the counselor tried to push for self-disclosure or any overt

sign showing affect. such a move would only create feelíngs

antagon.istictotheirculturalinhibitiontoopeningup
(Kaneshige, I973 )"
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For those rare chinese who are wíI1ing to tatk to the

caucasian counselor, much of the expected "af f ect" would

sLíIlbemissinginthecounselingprocess.Ithasbeen

noted that bilingual counselees, when speaking in the

nondominantlanguage,tendtodisplacetheiraffecttoward

themoreelaborateverbalizationtask.Theytendtoinvest
extra attention on how they say things and show constant

concernaboutwording¡$râmmaticalconstructions'and
pronounciation in their speech (Marcos & Urcuyo ' I979)'

Thisoftenresultsinthefrequentuseofclichesand
,,sterile language". The diminution in the af f ective tone

mayagainbelabeltedaS''vaglue''and''unreal',bythe
Caucasian counselor.

It is obvious that the above implications have to be

verygeneralones.onecannott'akeittomeaneveryChinese
would be expected to react exactly as described" As several

researchers (Fong, Lg73; Tan, 1967) pointed out, the degree

of acculturation plays a very important role in how the

chinese counselee would react in the counseling process' In

fact, in an early study by Abel and Hsu 0949) t differences

ín the personality make-up between the China-born and

American-bornChinese$Tereindicated"Theresearchers

administered the Rorschach Inkbl0t Test to the two groups of

chinese subjects. They discovered there were signíficant

differences in their protocols. The china-born group seemed

to fit into the traditional chinese cultural pattern more'

They tended to be more in control of their impulses and
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tried to maintain a pliant but sometimes distanced role in

their interpersonal relationships' At the same time' the

American-born group appeared to be breaking a\^iay from their

traditional chinese way of life, and attempting to fit into

theprescribedAmericanpãtternmore.ThenTan(196T)in

hisstudyalsofoundthatthoseChinesestudentswhohad
been in The united states longer tended to have similar

counsel.ingexpectanciesastheAmericanstudents.He
emphasizedtheneedforastudywithcomparablesubject
groupsintheirnativecountriesinordertoinvestígatethe

acculturation effect.
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Table AI

d Devíations for the Personalitv Measure of
Means and Standar

Somatizat,ion ( MMPI ) Variable

Subjects' Ethnic Background

Hong Kong Chinese
(N=168 )

Chinese-Canadian
(N=109 )

European-Canadian
(N=135 )

MMPI
8.71

(s"o"=5.271

8.39

(S.D"=4.67)

5.30

(S"D.=3.58)
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Table A2

Means and Standard Deviation of the Preferenece of Couns e1ínq

Forma t Variable

Subjects I Ethnic Background

Hong Kong Chinese
(N=168 )

Chinese-Canadian
(N=109 )

European-Canadian
(N=135 )

Preference
6"08

of
(s.p.=1.60)

Counseling

Format

6 .4r

(s"d=l.14)

6.33

(S"D.=L.25)

L4I



Table A3

Means and Standard DeviaLions for the Preference of Counsel-ing

Approach

Subjects I Ethnic Background

Hong Kong Chinese
(N=168 )

Chinese-Canadian
(N=I09 )

European-Canadian
(N=l35)

Preference

of 5"15
(s.o.=L.76')

Counseling

Format

5 " 95
(S"o.=I.24)

5.16
(S.D.=1.65)

r42



Table A4

Means and Standard Deviations for the Counseling Variables Cluster

Chinese Canadian Subjectsr Length of
Residence in Canada(in Years)

1
(N=34 )

2
(N=23 )

3
(N=I3 )

4
(N=24 )

5
( N=I5 )

PCOUFORM 6.18
(L.42)

6 "52(0.ee)
6"15

( 1.14 )

6.53
(0.64 )

6.7L
(1.04)

PCOUNAPP 5.96
(r.33)

5 "77(1.01)
5 "97(1.31)

6.\7
(1.20)

5 .67
(1"23)

CRF 70 " 09
(1r"20)

65.56
(16 "L2',)

67.46
(10.s2)

72.54
(10"12)

73 " 53
(L8.29)

LEVCOM

NOTE:a)Group 1 = Subjects who had spent one or less than one
Year ín Canada
Group2 = Subjects who had spent two or less than
two Years in Canada
Group J, = Subjects who had spent three or less than
three Years in Canada
Group 4 = Subjects who had spent four to seven years
in Canada
Group $= Subjects who had spent eight to twenty-eight
years in Canada

' b)ÞcouFoRM = Preference of counseling format
c)PCOUNAPP = Preference of counseling approach
d)cRF = Counselor Rating Form
e)LEVCOM = Level of comfort
f ) standard deviation values r^Iere in parenthesis

4"13
(L.72)

4"31
(1"7e)

4.18
(2 "02)

3 " 96
L.7 4',)

4.50
(r.7 e )
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Table A5

Means and Standard Deviations for the Counseling Variables

Cluster

Preference of counseling format

HKC cc EC

EuroPean-
Canadian

Chinese-
Canadian

Nondirective

Directive

6.06
(s.o.=1.63)

N=5 0

6 .46
(s.t.=1.14)

N=2 6

D i rect, íve
5.82

(S"o"=L.74)
N=4 5

6.4r
(S"o.=1.31)

N=2 7

6.58
(S.¡"=0.7I)

N=4 I

6.03
(s"o.=1.66)

N=2 9

6.14
(S.o"=1.46)

N=3 5

6.63
(S.o"=0.85)

N=3 0

6.18
(s"t"=L"47)

N=3 3

Nondirective
6 "34(S"D"=1"55)
N=3 B

6"11
(s"t.=r"24)

N=2 6

6 .44
(s"o.=1.10)

N=3 2

(to be continued next Page)
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Preference of counseling approach

HKC cc EC

European-
Canadian

Chinese-
Canadian

Nondirective

Directive
6.00

(S.D"=1.20)
N=3 0

6.00
(S.o.=1.02)

N=2 6

5.94
( S. o .=I.22)

N=3 3

4.78
(S.1.=1"58)

N=3 2

Directive
5.20

(s.o"=1"87)
N=4 5

5 " 3B
(S.D.=1.51)

N=5 0

5 .37
(S.o"=1.50)

N=3 5

4.58
(S"D"=2.07)

N=3 B

5.63
(S.¡.=1.33)

N=27

6"15
(S.D.=1.38)

N=26

5 .02
(s.o.=2.05)

N=41

4.90
( S. o .=I.571

N=2 9

Nondirective

(to be continued next Pagê)
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Counselor Rating Form

HKC cc EC

Directíve
65.56

( S.D.=14 .57 )

N=4 5

72.L5
(s"o.=ll"B6)

N=2 7

80"58
( s.o.=8.91)

N=4 I

European-
Canadian

Chinese-
Canadian

Nondirective

Directive

63.30
(S.1.=12.51)

N=5 0

66.97
(s.¡.=12.10)

N=3 5

66.42
(s"o.=13.07)

N=2 6

7r.40
(S.¡"=16.50)

N=3 0

73 " 03
(s.n.=11.79)

N=2 9

76.97
( S. ¡ .=9 .96)

N=3 3

Nondirective
67.60

( s.o. =r2"L)
N=3 B

69.04
( s.o.=10.4 )

N=2 6

75.9r
( S.o.=10.3 )

N=3 2

(to be continued next Page)
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Level of comfort

HKC cc EC

European-
Canadi-an

Chinese-
Canadían

Nondirective

Directive

3"74
(S"o.=1.80)

N=5 0

4.25
(S"o.=1.54)

N=3 5

4.52
(S"1. =I.7 2)

N=3 8

3"69
(S.o.=l-.71)

N=26

Directive
4.20

(S.1.=1.84 )

N=45

4.44
(S.o.=L"97)

N=2 7

4.12
(S.o.=1.97)

N=4 I

3.65
( S. o .=2 .04)

N=2 9

4
( s.o.

N

4.38
( S.o.=I.9 0 )

N=2 6

4.51
( S. ¡ .=L.82)

N=3 3

3 " 59
(S.o.=1.83)

N=3 2

" 30
=I.7 3

=30

Nondirective

NOTE:a)gxC = Hong Kong Chinese
CC = Chinese-Canadi-an
EC = European-Canadian
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Tabfe A6

Means and Standard Deviations of the CRF Measure

Preference of counseling approach

Nondirective No preference Directive

European-
Canadian

Chinese-
Canadian

Nondirective

Directive

65.87
(S"o"=I3.51)

N=31

65. B3
(S"o.=13.03)

N=5 9

Directive
67 .85

(s"o"=18.51)
N=21

72"27
(S.n.=II.07 )

N=15

69.33
(s.o.=I2.32)

N=9

7 4.50
(s.n.=11.60)

N=l6

72"67
(S.o"=9"58)

N=2 7

74.08
(S"¡.=13.21)

N=6 5

67.65
(S"1.=16.84)

N=2 0

68.58
(S"D.=]-l-"29)

N=3 3

73 "r7(S.D.=12.50)
N=6 9

7 L.02
(s"t.=11.83)

N=4 7
Nondirective

(to be continued next page)
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Means and Standard Deviations of the Level of Comfort Measure

Preference of counseling approach

Nondirective No preference Directive

European-
Canadian

Chinese-
Canadian

Nondirectíve

Dírective

Directive
3.6?

(S"D.=1.80)
N=21

3.33
(S"o.=I.67)

N=15

3 .67
(s.n.=1"73)

N=9

s.31
(S,o"=1"40)

N=l6

4 .07
(s.o"=1.75)

N=2 7

3.90
( S. o .=1.7 4)

N=31

4 "20(s"o.=1.93)
N=2 0

3.72
( s. o .=1.77 )

N=3 3

4.47
(s.o.=1.98)

N=6 5

3.69
(S.o.=1.93)

N=5 9

4.49
(S"¡"=1"60)

N=6 9

4.
(s. D. =

$=
Nondirective

11
1.BB)
47
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List below are several scales which contain word pairs at
either end of the scale and seven spaces between the pairs.
Please rate the counselor you just listened to on each of
the scales"

the counselor ver cIose1If you
one end

feel
of the scale, place a check mar

resemble the word at
k as follows:

f air-: 

-:-:-:-: -:-x-: 

unf air

OR

: unfairfair x

If you think one end of the scale quite closely
counselor then make your check mark as follows:

If you feel
descríbes the

actíve

end of the scale
then check the scale

describe the

: smooth

as follows:

: passive

only slightly

rough X

OR

roucrh : : : : : X : :smooth

that one
counselort

:X:
OR

active X : : :Þassave

If both sides of the scale seem equally associated with your
impression of the counselor or if the scafe is irrelevantt
then place a check mark in the middle space-

hard- : 

- 

: 

- 

: 

-x- 
: 

- 

: 

-. 

: 

- 

: sof t

Your first impression ís the best ans$ler.

PLEASE NOTE: PLACE CHECK MARK IN THE MIDDLE OF THE SPACES"
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agreeable:::::::dísagreeable
unalert:::::::alert

analytic:::::::diffuse
unappreciative : : : : : _:_:aPPreciative

attractíve:::::::unattractíve
casual:!:::::formal

cheerful :-:-:-:-:-:-:dePressed
vacfue : : : : : : :clear

distant-:- :-:-:- : 

-:-: 

cl-ose

compatible_ t _ : 

- 

:- : 

- 

: 

- 

: 

- 

: íncompatible

unsure : confident

suspícious : believable

undependable- : 

- 

: 

- 

: 

- 

3 

- 

: 

- 

: 

- 

: dependable

indi f f erent_ : _ : _ : _ : _ : _ : 

- 

: enthusiastic

inexperienced-: 

- 

: 

- 

: 

- 

: 

- 

: 

- 

: 

- 

: experienced

inexpert- : 

- 

: -- : 

- 

: 

- 

: 

- 

: 

- 

: exPert

unfriendly : fríendIy

honest : dishonest
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inf ormed- : 

- 

: 

- 

: 

-,: - 

: 

- 

:- : ignorant

insightful : insightless

stupid : intelligent

unlikeable : likeable

loqical : : : : : : :illogical

oDen:;:::::c10sed

prepared:::::::unPrePared

unrelíable : reliable

disrespectful : respectful

irresponsible : responsible

self less_:_:_:_:_: :-: self ish

s rncere_ : _ : _ : _ : _ : _ :_ 3 l-nsl-ncere

ski llf ul_:_:_:_:_: _: _: unski 1If ul

sociable :unsociable

deceitf ul_, _ : _ : _ : 

- 

: 

- 

: 

- 

: straightf orward

trustwor : untrustworthy

: phony

: cold

genuane

warm
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PLEASE RATE THE FOLLOWTNG STATEMENTS BY TNDTCATING YOUR OPÏON

AT THE PLACE ON THE RATING SCALE:

1. Some equality in marriage is a good thing' but

large, the husband ought to have the main say-so in

matters.

4. The most ímportant qualities of a real man

determination and dríving ambítion.

âcrree : : : : : : ;disagree

acfree : : : : : : :disagree

2. If the chil-dren are told much about sex' they are

likeIy to go too far in experimenting with it-

agree-:-.-:-: :--:-sdisagree

3" Women who want to remove the word oley from the marriage

service do not understand what it means to be a wife.

acrree : : : : : : :disagree

by and

family

are

5. A chitd should never be

parents t ot else he will lose

allowed to talk back to his

respect for them"

agree:::::::disagree

6" A man should not be expected to have respect for a

if they have sexual relations before they are married.

agree

153
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7. It is somehow unnatural to place women in posítions of

authoritY over men.

aqree:::::::disagree

The family is a sacred institution, divinely ordained.

aclree:::::::disagree
I

9.A \4/omen whose children are messy or rowdy has failed

duties as a mother.

acfree : : : : : : :disagree

in her

10. rf
get him

a chíld is

to be more

unusual in any wây, his parents should

tike other children.

agree-: 

-: -:- 

:-:-:-: disagree

11" There is hardly anything lower than a person who does

not feel a great l-ove, gratitude, and respect for his

parents.

acrree : : : : : : :disagree

L2" The facts on crime and sexual immorality show that we

will have to.t""k down harder on young people if we are

going to save our moral standards.

aqree:::::::disagree
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If a statement is TRUE or MOSTLY TRUE asa lied to
circle the lett,er rrTrl inted at the end o t t statement. I
statement s FALSE or NOT USUALLY TRUE as Iied to u then
please c rcle e etter F" printed at the e o at statement.

lease
a

2

4

1

3

B"

9.

10"

11"

12"

13.

L4"

I am bothered by acid stomach several times a week.

Parts of my body often have feelings like burningr
tingling, crawling, or like "going to sIeep".

I am troubled by discomfort in the pit of my stomach
every few days or oftener.

There seems to be a
the time.

TF

TF

TF

5

6

7

fullness in my head or nose most of
TF

I have a great deal of stomach trouble. T F

The top of my head sometimes feels tender. T F

I have had no difficulty in starting or holding my
bowel movement. T F

ï hardty ever feel- pain in the back of the neck. T F

I am troubled by attacks of nausea and vomiting. T F

I have never vomited blood or coughed up blood. T F

I am very seldom Lroubl-ed by constipation. T F

I have good appetite. T F

r am about as able to work as I ever was" T F

I am j-n just as good health (physical) as most of my
fríends. T F

15. During the past few years I have been well most of the
time. TF

My sleep is fitfull and disturbed.

I feel weak all over much of the time.

I am neither gaining nor losing weight.

Often I feel as if there were a tight band around my
head.

My hands and feet are usually warm enough"

16.

r7.

18"

19"

T

T

T

T

T

F

F

F

F

F20"
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2r"

22"

23.

24.

25.

26"

I am almost never bothered by pains over the heart or
in my chest.

I do not tire quicklY

ï seldom or never have d'ízzy spells '

I can read a long while without t'iring my eyes'

I have very few headaches'

I hardly ever notice my heart pounding and I am seldom

short. of breath.

I have few or no Pains'

My eyesight is as good as it has been for years'

I wake up fresh and rested most mornings'

I have tittle or no trouble with my muscles twitching
or jumping.

I have had no difficulty in keeping my balance in
walking.

ï do not often notice my ears ringing or buzzíng'

I have numbness in one or more regions of my skin'

F

F

F

F

F

T

T

T

T

T

27.

28.

29.

30.

3r.

32.

33.

F

F

F

F

T

T

T

T

FT

TF

TF

TF
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INSTRUCTIONS

AT THIS POINT IN THE EXPERIMENT, V"TE WOULD LTKE TO GET YOUR

IDEAS AND THOUGHTS ABOUT WHAT YOU HAVE DONE UP UNTIL NOW.

PLEASE ANSWER EACH OF THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS FRANKLY AND

HONESTLY. PLEASE DO NOT GO TO THE NEXT QUESTION UNTIL YOU

HAVE COMPLETED YOUR ANSWER TO THE PREVTOUS ONE, AND' PLEASE

po Nor Go BACK To A PREVTOUS QUESTTON ONCE YOU HAVE STARTED

THE NEXT ONE.
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I. What was the ethnic background of the counselor in the

tape you just listened to?

a) Chinese

b) Canadian

2. How realistic $¡as the tape compared to an actual

counseling session?

verv:::3:::verv
realistic unrealistic

3 A directíve counselin g approach is one which the

counselor tends to give advice, make suggestions

and recommendations and is structured, concrete and

explicit in his counseling style.

A non-directive counseling approach is one which the

counselor tends IqI to give advice, make no

suggestions nor recommendationsr and is ambiguous,

reflective and affective in his counseling style.

How directíve or non-directive was the approach used

in the tape?

: non-directíve

would you feel if You had to talk

problem in a similar counseling

by the

dírective

counselor

4" How comfortable

about your or¡/n

sessíon?

: very
uncomfortable

very
comfortable
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5 If you \^/ere going for counseling, to what degree

would you prefer the índividual (one-to-one)

counseling format as portrayed in the tape or the

group counseling format (in which the counselee has

to talk about his/her problem in the presence of the

counselor and other counselees) if you have problems

to discuss?

indívidual : group

If you were going for counseling, to what degree

would you prefer a dírective or non-directive

counseling approach?

directive:::::::non-directive

What do you think the purpose of this study is?

What, results do you think the experimenter expects in

this study?

b) " What 1ed you to think this?

c)" How do you think this af fected your ansl^/ers to the

previous sets of questions?

6

7

Ba).
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Please DO NOT write your name on any part of this
questionnaire.

t. Sex:

Number of years residing in Canada:

Place of birth:

2

3

4

5

Age

Ethnic background: (please circle one of the following)
European-Canadian (any Caucasian subject who \^¡as born in
Canada ) .
Chinese (any Chinese subject who was born in Hong Kong,
Macau, Singapore, Malaysia, Chína or Taiwan).
Other (please specify).

6. You are presently living (check one only)

a) alone

b) with friend(s)

c) with your spouse

d) with your parents

e) others (please specify)

7" Have you ever taken any course
and/or psychotherapy?

specializíng in counseling

a) Yes

No

b) If yes, plese describe.

B"

a)

b)

c)

Have you ever
psychotherapy

participated in any form of counseling and/or
session?

Yes

No
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SCRIPT

INTRODUCTION
(First three minutes )

Co: Iram wondering whaL you are here to see about today.

CI: Vrfell, Irm not sure where to go or what to do, I'm sorta
confused. I thought that someone who hears lots of
problems míght be able to give me some advice. I never
really talked about my problems to other people, so I
thought maybe a counsefor would be able to see things
objectively, since you really donrt know me.

Co: You seem a little nervous ríght nov\r.
about being here?

How do you feel

CI:

Co:

C1:

Co:

Cl:

Co:

CI:

Co:

Cl:

Co:

Cl:

Co:

C]:

Yeah, I am kinda nervous right now"
never been to a counselor before, so
goes on or what to expect.

L].KE I
I donrt

SâY,
know

Irve
what

What do you think will happen here?

I dunno"..maybe just to have someone listen"..give me
ideas on how to deal with some issues that are
concerning me.

lrlhat are some of these issues?

questions related to my schoolwork andf have a Iot of
my future p1ans.

Could you be a
schoolwork, your

Irm questioning
for me"

more specífic? About your
plans?

or not what lrm doing is right

litt1e
future

whether

How far along in school are you?

Irm a sophomore.

Do you have a major now?

WelI, itrs biology' but.".
How are you doing in ít?
Irm doing OK, but Irm worried
accepted into Med. school.

16r

about not getting



Co: Itrs really important for you to get into Med. school.

Cl: Yeah, itrs really important; my parents expect me to be
a doctor, and they are putting me through school for
that reason.

to you.

Uh huh.

You see, Irm not sure if Med" school is what I want.
But itts so important to my parentsr I just canrt let
them down"

Co Could you tell me what you think your parents expect
from you?

C1: Well,...maybe if I tell you abut my family, yourd get a
better idea of the whole situation.

So yourre planning on becoming a doctor.

the reasons I wanLed to talkWell, thatrs one of

Surer go ahead.

Letrs see, my dadrs a gardener and my motherrs a
housewife, but she helps my dad out whenever she can.
They have to work really hard to keep their business
going in order to pay my r^¡ay through school-.

Uh huh.

My older brother dropped out of college Lo get married.
And my parents were really disappointed. My sister is
a surgical nurse...and my uncle is a medical doctor"
So you can see that medicine has had a high regard in
our family.

Co: Your family sees medicine as

Co:

Cl:

Co:

CI:

Co:

CI:

Co:

Cl:

Cl:

Co:

CI:

Yeah, my
in 1ife.

parents see being a

a good profession.

doctor as a real success

I see....

So.."they've always wanted that f or me.."to become a
doctor, I mean"
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Nondirective

Co: Irm wondering what your feelings are about being
doctor.

Cl : Vle11, I rm not sure.

Co:

Cl:

Uh huh.

Itrs important for me to please my
findíng that I have my own needs
them"

a

parents, but now Irm
and just can't tell

Cl: Yeah, I have a lot of doubts about becoming a doctor.
I feel sort of guilty about telling my parents,
letting them down. I really have to be a doctor.

Co: You really have to be a doctor.

WelI, I wouldnrt mind being a doctor, itrs just so hard
for me; I just donrt think lrm capable of doing it.

C1

Co:

Co:

Cl:

Co:

Cl:

Co:

cl_:

Co:

Your parents' wishes are
uncertain about becoming

So working toward
you.

important to you, yet you are
a doctor"

Yeah, but I feel selfish thinking only of myself and my
ov/n problems. What am I goíng to do about my parents
and how they feel? I donrt know how I can let them
down.

Thinking about your o$rn feelings is hard for you" Have
you given it much thought at all?
Tf I were to decíde to become a doctor-that would make
my parents happy...f wouldn't feel guilty any more
about letting them down...theytd consider me a success"

It would make your parents happy 
"

a career in medicine is dífficult for

T?
do

T

Vtow...I've been talking about my parents, havenrt
Irm not too sure how lrd feel. I guess I could
ít"..it's a rewarding fieId...Ird be helping people,
mean.

Irm hearing a lot of
It sounds like you

confusion in what
are not sure that

you are sayr-ng.
yourd like to

become a doctor.

Ird probably be having
doing my work. I guess
my interests are.

as much trouble as I am nov¡ in
I can do it, but itrs not where

c1
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Co:

Cl:

Co:

CI:

Co:

You can do the work,

WeIl, I'm doing OK'

Problems?

Doing so much work in
in makes you feel like

but yourre not interested in it.

but Irm having some problems.

something yourre not interested
itrs not worth it.

to make a decision, but I donrt

WeIl, I'm capable, but I just resent putting all the
time into studying biology, and I just break my butt
getting the grades that I do. It's just not worth it
to me.

Co

Cl: Yeah"..I know I have
know where to start.

Cl: I have taken a couple of courses in
rea11y interested in them.

It's difficult trying to reach a decisíon...How do you
feel about the other things you've done in school.

Co:

CI:

Co:

Cl:

Co:

Cl:

Co:

sociology and I was

You like sociology.

Irve always done well in social sciences. I enjoy it
and I think lrve learned the most in this area.

You enjoy social sciences and you do well in them.

Yeah, I¡d really interested in sociology. Irve taken
some classes j-n the department and I really like them.
I've always done well in the social sciences. That
seems to come easi-er for me than the hard sciences. If
I were to change, that's where Ird go.

If you were to change majors, yoü'd change to sociology.

Yeah. I'd rea1Iy like to do that. It seems lilce I
could do it, but it's really scary to me" Ird feel
like I'd be letting my parents down and itrs really
important for them to be happy.

It's really important for your parents to be happy-
Where does your happiness fit into this?

too, but it's hard toCl: VüelI, I know T need to be haPPY
consider my feelings aIone"

Co:

C]:

Thinking about only what you want is hard...

Well, right now I donrt
maki-ng a decision.

l-64
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Irve been thinking a tot about changing my major, but
if I did, I'd feel like I was avoíding, I was just
quitting, Iike ít's rough for me and I'd just be giving
up instead of reallY trYing.

Co: By changi-ng majors, you'd feel like you v¡ere quitting.

Ct: One of the things Irm thinking about too is that...it's
so impractical to major in sociology. My parents and
even Í'd wonder, what kind of job I could get with a
major in sociology.

Co:

Cl:

Co:

CI:

Co:

It seems like there arenrt that many $¡ays to go.

Yourre also considering what kínd of job you could get
with a Soc. major.

WeII, I just have some fríends that majored in Soc. and
t,hey couldn't get jobs.

Uh huh. So the people you know in Soc. couldnrt get
jobs. I'm wondering if that's true fox all sociology
majors. Perhaps the Career Development Center has more
information on this.

Cl: Maybe I could get more accurate
Career Developoment Center" Maybe
sociology majors are gettíng jobs.

Co:

Cl:

CI:

Co:

CI:

information at the
they would know if

Co

That sounds like a good idea to me.

You know if I werenrt worried about my parents, I'd be
a lot happier studYing sociologY.

You like Soc" a lot more than biology.

Like I said before. I enjoy sociology. Itrd really be
nice"..I wouldntt have to force myself to study all the
time" I wouldn't mind doing the readings and stuff íf
I like the subject. I'd have less trouble doing the
work "

Getting your work done would be a lot less of a problem
for you.

But one thing that comes to mind is that Irm worríed
about telling my parents that I'm considering not
becoming a doctor,

I hear you saying that
want is hard because
parentsr reactj-on"

making a
you are

dec i s ion
worried

on what you
about your

Co:
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Cl: Maybe worrying about things in the future keeps me from
making my first decision about my major.

Co: Yourve got a lot of feelings and
making up your mind.

they keep you from

Cl: So then, my first step might be to get more information
on the sociology major and the jobs in that fietd.
Then after that decisj-on is made...then r'.torry about
telting my parents. Maybe I'11 decide to stay with
pre-med and I might not have to teII them anything.

Co: It sounds as though you're coming up with really good
r,trays to deal with the problem.

C1: It seems nohl I have a better idea of how to approach
making a decisíon"

Co: P1ease feel free to come back if you ever want to talk
about this some more.

CI: We11, if I do decide to change, I will need some help
in breaking it to my folks"

Co: Uh huh. If you wanL to meet agaín, I'd like that.
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Directive

Co:

C1:

Co:

cl-:

Cl:

Co:

Your
want?

hlel1,

V,fhat

Itrs important
finding that
them.

parents want you to become a doctor--what do you

I rm not sure.

considered up to this
for me to please my

I have my own needs

have you point?

to
the
one
and
you

I
to

parents, but now Irm
and just canrt tell

Co: So, you're really worried about pleasing them, are you
feeling guilty about this?

Cl: Yeah, I have a lot of doubts about becomíng a doctor.
I feel sort of guilty about letting my parents down. I
really have to be a doctor.

Co: Yourre saying you have to be a doctor for them; but
what about yourself?

C1: Well, I wouldn't mind being a doctor, itfs just so hard
for mei I just donrt think Irm capable of doing it.

Co: f think this is really a situation where you have
consíder what your own feelings are because yourre
one who's going to put out the work; you are the
who's going to have to take all these hard cl_assesyourre goíng to have to consider whether or not
enjoy biology and if medicine is appealing to you.
think these are all the things that you hãve
consider.

Yeahr but I feel- selfish thinking only
o\^rn problems. Vthat am I going to do
and how they feel? T dori't know how
down.

of myself and my
about my parents
f can let them

What would
doctor?

happen if you hrere to decide to become a

CI: rf r were to decide to become a doctor"..that would
make my parents happy. I wouldnrt feel guilty any more
about letting them down, and they,d consider me a
success.

Co; frve heard you tell me about things which affect your
parents"..How will they affect you?

Cl: V,Iow...Irve been tatking about my parents, havnrt I?
Irm not too sure how Ird feel. I guess I could do
it.".ítrs a rewarding fieId."..Ird be helping people, I
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mean.

Co You keep telling me how
me how yoq would feel
want...

Cl: Ird probably be having
doing my work. I guess
my interests are.

your parents would feel. Tell
you did what your parents

as much trouble as I am no$/ in
I can do it, but it's not where

if

co: You say it would be just like it i-s nohr in doing yourwork, could you be moie specific?
CI: We1l, I'm doíng OK, but I'm having a problem.

co: Letrs talk about this probrem you're having...vühat isit? Try to be as specific as yõu can.

CI: ü0e11, I'm capable,
time into studying
getting the grades
to me"

Co: I think you realIy need to
worth it to you or not.

decide, then, whether it is

Yeah--I know I have to
know where to start.

make a decision, but I don't

Co:

but I just resent putting all the
biology, and I just break my butt

that I do. Itrs just not worth it

c1

First of all, you can begin by rooking at what things
seem worthwhile or appealing to you. Of a1l thecourses yourve taken, which ones were you the mostinterested in or did you enjoy the most?

r have taken a couple of courses i-n sociology and r wasrea11y interested in them"

How were your grades?

C1:

Co:

Cl:

Co

Cl:

Irve always done wel1 in social sciences.
and I think Ifve learned the most in this

ï
area.

enjoy it

Good---it sounds as though you,ve found
interests you. Letrs keep this in mind.

a subject that

Yeah' rrm really interested in sociorogy. rrve taken
some crasses in the departrnent and r,vã really rikedthem- rrve always done welr in social sciences-. That
seems to come easier for me Lhan the hard sciences. rfï were to change, thatts where Ïtd go.

You sound as if sociology would be ayou. Have you thought about switching?
good
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CI: Yeah, I'd really like to do that. It seems like I
could do it, but it's really scary to me. I'd feel
like I'd be letting my parents down and it,s really
ímportant for them to be happy.

Co I think itrs
Since yourre
directly.

really important for you
the one whose life is

to be happy too.
affecting most

Cl: Wel1, I know I need to be happy too, but ít's hard to
consider my feelings alone.

Co: I think that this is a decision that you're going to
have to live with, you're going to have to size up all
the different alternatives for yourself and then make
that decision, not relying so much on what your parents
think "

Cl: VüelI, right now I don't see that many alternatives.
with one--sociology" Letrs talk

Cl: Irve been thinking a lot about changing my major, but,
if T did, Trd feel like I was avoiding, I was quitting,
1íke itrs rough for me and Ird just be giving up
instead of rea11y trying.

Co problem with a major in sociology. Are
disadvantages? Letrs talk about them.

Co: Yourve already come up
about that further.

Thatrs one
there other

Cl: One of things Irm thinking about too,
impractical to major in sociology" My
Ird wonder, what kind of job T could
in sociology.

is that--itrs so
parentsrand even

get with a major

Co: What kind of information do
avenues for Soc. majors?

you have on the vocational

Cl: WeII, I just have some friends that majored in Soc. and
they couldnrt get jobs"

Co: There is a Career Development Center here on our campus
that you should check into---they could give you
information to help you make a decisíon on a career.

CI: Maybe I could geL more accurate ínformation at the
Career Development Center. Maybe they would know if
sociology majors are getting jobs"

Co: OK, you've considered some of the disadvantages" Vühat
are some advantages to changing majors.

CI: You know íf I werenrt worried about my parents, I'd be
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Co:

CI:

a lot happier studying sociology.

In what ways?

Like r said be,fo¡er r enjoy sociology. rt'd rea1ly benice....r wouldn't have to force myJelf to study allthe time. r wouldn't mind doing the readings ana 
*stutt

if r liked the subject. r'd have less trôuble doingthe work.

Those sound like good reasons.
explore sociology further.

I think you ought toCo

Cl: But one thing that
about telling my
becoming a doctor.

comes to mind is
parents that Irm

that Irm worried
considering not

Co

Co

CI:

CI:

The first thing you have to decide is whether you do or
donrt want to be doctor" Then the second part of it,telling your parents, might not have to come if you
decide you do want to be a doctor.

Maybe worrying about things in the future keeps me frommaking my first decision about my major.

Right. First thing first. you want to fírst make yourdecision as far as keeping your major to pre-meã orchanging it to sociology. vùorrying ãbout that no\^r and
then after yourve made that decision, hrorry about whatyourre going to tell your parents.

so then' my first step might be to get more information
on the sociology major and jobs in that fie1d. Then
after that decision is made--then \^/orry about telring
my parents. Maybe T'11 decide to stay wltfr pre-med andI might not have to tell my parents anything.

Right. As far as having to tell your parents that you
a¡en_'t going to be a doctor, I think that maybe you
shouldn't v/orry about dealing with that until the timeactually comes if you've decided not to stay with pre-
med.

It seems now I have a better
making a decision.

idea of how to approach

Cl:

Co:

Co Good. I think getting more
thing for you to do. If you
Soc., I'd be glad to talk to
your parents.

ínformation is the best
do decíde to change to
you about hrays to tell

Cl: Vüell, if I do
in breaking it

decide to change, I
to my folks"
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Co: WelI, either wâfr I hoPe to
like to tatk again, feel free

see you
to make

again. If You'd
an appointment.
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